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Abstract
In this thesis, the linear and nonlinear theory of the tearing mode, as an 
example of a large-scale MHD instability, and a collisional drift wave, as an 
example of a small-scale microinstability, are studied.
In the linear study of the tearing mode, the effect of a sheared equilibrium 
mass flow on the stability of the resistive tearing mode is examined numerically. 
Both stabilising and destabilising effects are found, depending on the velocity and 
magnetic field profiles. Specifically, when q0 ~  1, the flow is strongly stabilising 
for centrally peaked current profiles, whereas the flow has a strongly destabilising 
effect for flatter current profiles. While the extreme effects are more pronounced 
for larger flows, a smaller flow may have more influence on marginal stability. 
The case where the flow speed becomes comparable to the Alfven speed has also 
been examined. It was found that this may lead to the equations being singular 
at points other than a rational surface, drastically changing the behaviour of the 
mode.
Since the tearing mode and collisional drift wave are dissipative instabilities, 
when the equilibrium becomes unstable due to a finite number of unstable lin­
ear modes, the nonlinear dynamics of the instability is finite dimensional. The 
linear modes may then be divided up into master modes, which are in general 
linearly unstable or only weakly stable, and an (in principle) infinite number of 
linearly damped slave modes. Nonlinearly, the slave modes are driven by the 
master mode amplitudes, and therefore only the master mode evolution needs 
to be followed explicitly. In this way, a low dimensional description of the long 
term dynamics of the system is obtained. The mathematical technique used to 
construct the invariant manifold is based on the centre manifold theory for dy­
namical systems. The invariant manifold reduction may also be viewed as an 
extension to a standard Galerkin truncation.
The primary work of this thesis is the application of the invariant manifold 
reduction to the problem of tearing mode evolution in a plane plasma slab, and a 
subsequent comparison of the resulting reduced description with existing numeri­
cal simulation results. This is carried out in chapter 4. The reduced description is 
found to give a significant degree of insight into the mode competition processes 
responsible for the major features of the nonlinear evolution, even though only
three or less modes were taken as master modes. The nonlinear evolution in the 
presence of shear flow is also examined briefly in chapter 5.
The invariant manifold reduction is applied to the problem of collisional drift 
waves in a sheared plasma slab in chapter 6. This work has not been carried out 
to the same numerical detail as the tearing modes, but the preliminary indications 
are that the invariant manifold reduction will again prove to be useful in modelling 
the low dimensional nonlinear behaviour of these waves.
The material presented in chapter 2 has been published as:
K.P. Wessen and M. Persson,
Tearing mode stability of a cylindrical plasma with equilibrium flows,
Journal o f P lasm a P h ysics 45, 267, 1991.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Designing a viable fusion reactor is one of the most important problems facing 
physics today. The major difficulty is in confining a sufficiently hot and dense 
plasma for a time long enough to enable sustained fusion, and hence efficiently 
generate energy. The most promising results have come from magnetically con­
fining the plasma in a toroidal device, such as the tokamak or stellarator, but 
the confinement time is still limited by the rich variety of instabilities to which 
such a plasma is susceptible [1,2]. Understanding these instabilities is therefore 
crucial to the eventual development of a successful fusion reactor.
The study of plasma instabilities is certainly not restricted to the problem 
of magnetic confinement and fusion research, but appears in many other plasma 
problems, such as solar physics and geomagnetism [3], and beam plasma physics 
[4] for example. Instabilities of tokamak plasmas provide the motivation for this 
thesis, but the methods presented are nonetheless quite generally relevant.
Instabilities of a magnetically confined plasma may be broadly grouped as ei­
ther magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities, or microinstabilities. The MHD 
model treats the plasma as a single fluid, and is able to describe the strongest, 
large-scale instabilities which are in general driven by gradients in the equilib­
rium current or pressure [5]. Microinstabilities, on the other hand, are small scale 
instabilities driven by density or temperature gradients, and are studied using ki­
netic theory, or a fluid approximation for each relevant species [6,7]. The tearing 
mode, as an example of an MHD instability, and a low-frequency collisional drift 
wave, as an example of a microinstability, are the two kinds of instability consid­
ered in this thesis. The basic theory of these two instabilities is outlined in §1.1 
and §1.2 below, and in each case, a simple model is derived which makes clear 
their physical manifestation.
The region of parameter space in which a plasma is susceptible to an instabil­
ity may be determined using a linear theory, where the instability is considered 
as either growing or decaying. For information about the long term development 
of a growing instability however, a nonlinear theory is required. Since the two 
instabilities mentioned above are dissipative, when the equilibrium becomes un­
stable due to a finite number of unstable linear modes, the nonlinear dynamics
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of the instability is finite dimensional. Indeed, after any initial transients have 
died away, the long time evolution may be described by a low dimensional phase 
space attractor. The invariant manifold reduction [8] attempts to isolate the long 
term driving dynamics of such a system, and thus provide a low dimensional de­
scription of the nonlinear evolution. The technique for applying this reduction is 
introduced in chapter 3, and the method is applied to the tearing and drift insta­
bilities in chapters 4 to 6. The final chapter contains a summary of the results, 
and an evaluation of the utility of an invariant manifold reduced description of a 
nonlinear system.
1.1 The Tearing Mode
The tearing mode [9] is a long wavelength resistive MHD instability, driven 
by gradients in the equilibrium current density, and well described by the incom­
pressible visco-resistive MHD equations
V j v = J  x B — Vp + 1/V 2v (1.1)
E -1- v x B =  77J (1.2)
V x B =  J (1.3)
„  „  dB
VxE = _är (1.4)
V -v  = 0 (1.5)
OIIff)> (1.6)
where B is the magnetic field, v the velocity field, J  the current density, E the 
electric field, p the scalar pressure, p the plasma density, p the resistivity and v 
is the viscosity. Equation (1.1) is the equation of motion, equation (1.2) is the 
resistive form of Ohm’s law, equation (1.5) describes the incompressibility of the 
velocity field, and the other three equations are low-frequency Maxwell equations. 
The nature of the tearing mode is best understood by first considering the ideal 
MHD approximation [10], which treats the plasma as perfectly conducting, and 
is obtained from the above equations by taking the limit 77, u —► 0. The effect of 
finite resistivity is then seen as a modification to this simple picture [11].
The magnetic flux across a surface in the plasma is given by
$ =  /  B ■ <iS (1.7)
where dS is normal to the surface S. The rate of change of this flux is then
/f dS- £ v x B -dl
%J S
x E • dS — <j> v x B • dl
d£
dt ( 1.8 )
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where the surface is moving with the plasma velocity v. Substituting the ideal 
form of Ohm’s law
E + v x B = 0 (1.9)
gives
d<t>
—  =  0 . dt ( 1. 10)
A magnetic surface is defined by $ =  0, and thus, in an ideal plasma, the 
magnetic surfaces form topologically distinct regions [10] since the flux through 
them is zero at all times.
The frozen-in condition (1.10) clearly no longer holds when the resistive form 
of Ohm’s law is used, showing that any finite resistivity allows the magnetic field 
to diffuse through the plasma, and thus change the magnetic topology [11]. The 
high temperature of a fusion plasma means that the conductivity is very high, 
and most of the plasma may be safely considered using an ideal MHD approx­
imation. However, in a small region about the singular surface of ideal MHD, 
where k • B0 = 0 for wave vector k, resistive diffusion is important. This region 
is called the resistive layer, or inner region, and is the region where magnetic 
topology changes due to ‘tearing’ and reconnection of the magnetic field lines in 
a resistive instability may occur. The rest of the plasma, where the ideal MHD 
approximation holds, is termed the outer region. In a tokamak plasma, this re­
connection results in the formation of magnetic islands, destroying the otherwise 
nested flux surfaces of the ideal equilibrium [1,9].
An ideal instability grows on the Alfven timescale t4, which is typically of the 
order of microseconds in a tokamak plasma. The timescale of resistive diffusion, 
tr, is generally much longer, of the order of milliseconds to seconds for a tokamak 
plasma [1,12]. The Lundquist (or magnetic Reynolds) number, which is defined 
as
T n
( 1. 11)5  = — »  1, 
t a
measures the timescale of resistive effects.
Considering only slab or cylindrical geometry, and assuming uniformity in the 
^-direction, equations (1.5) and (1.6) mean the velocity and magnetic fields may 
be written in the form
v  = z x V(f) + vzz (1.12)
and
B = z x V0 +  Bzz, (1.13)
where <j> is the stream function, is the flux function and the ^-components are 
constant. This reduces the fields of interest from being vector valued functions 
to scalar functions. Since B • Wif = 0, the magnetic field is tangent to surfaces of 
constant i/>. Similarly, v is tangent to surfaces of constant <f>. The ^-components 
of the current and vorticity are then given by
Jz = v 2v> (1.14)
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and
L ü z  = V 2(j). (1.15)
The reduced MHD equations [13] use this representation, and may be obtained 
from the MHD equations (1.1-1.6) as follows.
Taking the cross product of equation (1.4) with the unit vector z and inte­
grating gives
Ez — + Eex t (1-16)
where Eext is an externally applied electric field in the ^-direction. Substituting 
this into the ^-component of equation (1.2) gives the first equation of reduced 
MHD
ißt + V ’ V) ^ = lJz ~ Eext' O-17)
Operating on equation (1.1) with z • V x gives the other reduced MHD equation
d
^  +  V  • V I V 2<f> = (B • V)V20 + i^V40. (1.18)
It is these two equations which are employed to study the tearing mode through­
out this thesis.
1.1.1 A Simple Derivation
The simplest model of the tearing mode is obtained by taking equations (1.17) 
and (1.18) for a plane plasma slab in the limit of zero viscosity. The following 
derivation is a summary of material taken from a review article by White [11]. 
The equations may be linearised using
^(x , y)  = M x ) + cos(ky)
<t>(x,y) = /  kB)(f>i(x)ert s'm(ky)
to give
'yrR(jpi{x) -  F{x)(j>(x)) = tl>1(x) -  k2\\)i(x) (1.20)
and
“  l 2j\  “  k2<t>i(x)) = F(x)  -  k2^ i(x)) -  F"(x)xl>i (1.21)
where the equilibrium is defined by t/’o = BF(x),  for an odd function F(x)  with 
limiting behaviour F(x)  % x for x <C 1 and F(x)  —> 1 for x 1, and the Alfven 
and resistive times are given by t\  — / (kB)  and tr = L2/77 respectively, where
L is the width of the current sheet. A subscript 1 indicates the perturbations. 
These perturbations interact with the singular surface at x = 0 to produce the 
periodic pattern of magnetic islands, defined by curves of constant-i/q which is 
the physical manifestation of the tearing mode.
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In the outer region, these equations simplify to
0i(z) = F(x)<f>i(x) (1.22)
and
F(x) (t/>i(x) -  k2^ x(x)j  = F"(x)ipi(x), (1.23)
which for the particular profile F(x) = tanh(x) have the solution
0 i(s) = exp(^kx)  ^1 ±  tan^ j  , (1-24)
where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to x positive (negative). The solution 
has a discontinuous derivative at x = 0, which is resolved by matching to the 
solution in the inner region. The quantity employed in the matching process is
A'
(1.25)
In the inner region, ipi{x) is assumed constant due to the smallness of the 
region, but the variation of the current V20i is fully taken into account. This is 
known as the constant-0 approximation. Assuming F(x)  % x and V2 «  d2/ dx2, 
the equations in the inner region may be written as
0i(O) -  X(f>i = — 0i (1.26)
1 tr
and
= -x'ipi- (1.27)
The matching to the outer solution then requires
ooJ  ^ dx =  A'.
— OO
(1.28)
Solving the equations, and evaluating the matching condition gives the result for 
the linear growth rate of the tearing mode
7 =
/rqjA'iy 
l *r(f) j
The magnetic energy released by tearing is given by [14]
(1.29)
- M  = \ ^ (  0)A \ (1.30)
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and thus the condition for linear instability is
A' > 0, (1.31)
indicating energy is available to feed the tearing instability. When F"(0) ^  0, 
there is a correction to equation (1.30) due to the current gradient in the resistive 
layer [15,16].
In chapter 2, the linear theory of the tearing mode in the presence of equi­
librium shear flows is examined using a boundary layer analysis. The nonlinear 
study of the tearing mode in chapters 4 and 5 however, employs the full reduced 
MHD equations to determine the effects of mode competition in the long term 
evolution of the instability.
1.2 Drift Waves
Despite being only small scale instabilities, microinstabilities may still pro­
vide a serious obstacle to confinement by contributing to the so-called anomalous 
transport [1,2,6,7]. A confined plasma which is stable to the macroscopic MHD 
instabilities may still have sufficient free energy to drive microinstabilities, which 
can greatly enhance cross-field transport with consequent loss of confinement [7]. 
Low-frequency drift waves are important microinstabilities, driven by either den­
sity or temperature gradients. In the presence of a small fluctuating electric field, 
these gradients cause the particles to oscillate at the diamagnetic frequency. The 
strongest drift is the E x B drift, which is the same for both electrons and ions, 
and results in no instability. However, dissipation through either collisions or 
wave-particle interactions can drive the electrons and ions out of phase. The 
particles can then lose energy to the waves and dissipative or collisionless drift 
instabilities may result. Differences between the electron and ion motion perpen­
dicular to the magnetic field generate the instability, while electron motion along 
the magnetic field lines balances the charge separation and stabilises the wave. 
Effects, such as electron collisions or electron inertia, which impede the electron 
motion along the field lines are therefore destabilising [6].
The most complete model of drift instabilities involves a full kinetic descrip­
tion of the plasma. A considerable simplification is available for low frequency 
drift waves by using a fluid approximation [17], derived by taking moments of 
the Boltzmann equation
d£ , dj_ F df_ ( 9 f \
dt V dx m dV  \  d t )  c
(1.32)
where F is the average force on the particle, v* is the particle velocity, dis­
tinct from the fluid velocity v, / (x ,  v' , t)  is the distribution function, and the 
right-hand side is the collisional correction to the Vlasov equation. Multiplying
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equation (1.32) by functions w(v') and integrating gives equations for the fluid 
variables
n = J  f (x ,v ' , t )dv '
v = ~ J  / ( x ,v ' , t ) v d v
P = m j  /(x,v',*)(v' -  v)(v' -  v)dv',
where n is the total number of particles, and P is the pressure tensor. If the 
distribution function is isotropic, the pressure is scalar, and is given by
p = \m  J  /(x,v',*)(v' -  v)2dv'. (1.33)
The w = 1 moment gives the continuity equation
dn
—  + V • (nv) = 0. (1.34)
The mv moment gives
Q
m —(nv) + V • P + mV • (nvv) — nF = R  (1.35)
where R  is the change of momentum due to collisions between unlike particles. 
Employing equation (1.34) gives the equation of motion
nm -f v • Vv^j = —V • P + nq( E + v x B )  + R  (1.36)
where the electromagnetic force on a particle of charge q
F = <?(E -f v x B)
has been substituted. Assuming a simple form for P closes the equations at 
this level. The equations (1.34) and (1.36) apply to each relevant species in the 
plasma.
Considering a two fluid plasma (ions and electrons), the collisional term R 
may be written [18]
R« — ^e^e(^t Ve) — R-te
representing the momentum gain of the electron fluid caused by collisions with 
ions, where uei = ^,emt/m e is the electron-ion collision frequency. This is related 
to the resistivity according to
ne2
Vei =  ----- rj.m e (1.38)
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Assuming scalar pressure, equation (1.36) for a given species j  may be written 
Öv ' Q '
—-i + Vj • Vvj = (E + V, x B) -  —— ' + ^.(v. -  V,-). (1.39)
C J  C/ \  IL *1 11L -j ! L i
Assuming B = B0z , taking the cross product of z with the above equation and 
rearranging gives the following expression for the perpendicular velocity [6]
= i (E x 4 ) + x  + ^ Z X Vpj -  ^ f - z  x (v,- -  Vj), (1.40)“ cj
where
The first term
d_
dt m + V r V -
v£
E x B
“ ß T
(1.41)
is the E x B drift. For low frequency waves this may be substituted into the 
second term to give the polarisation drift
1 dE 
VP] ~ B0QCJ ~dt
The third term gives the diamagnetic drift
z x Vp,
v *j =  ---------5 “ ,rijqjBo
(1.42)
(1.43)
and the fourth term is small for low frequency modes and may be neglected.
The E x B and polarisation drifts are the same for both the single particle 
and fluid descriptions. The diamagnetic drift, however, is purely a fluid drift, 
driven by a pressure gradient. To see how this drift arises, consider a fluid 
element in the vicinity of a pressure gradient. The pressure gradient can arise 
because of either a temperature or density gradient, and the particles within the 
fluid element may be grouped according to whether they are on the upward or 
downward part of their gyromotion. One of these groups will consist of particles 
whose gyrocentres are in the higher temperature part of the plasma, and hence 
moving faster, or in the higher density part of the plasma, and hence consisting of 
a greater number of particles. This leads to a net average velocity perpendicular 
to both the magnetic field and the pressure gradient, although the individual 
guiding centres are stationary.
The simplest model of a drift wave [2,6] comes from considering the two fluid 
version of equations (1.34) and (1.36), neglecting collisions, and employing an 
electrostatic approximation
E = —V0. (1.44)
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The perturbations are constant in the x-direction and sinusoidal in the y-direction. 
Assuming B = B z and n(x,y , t)  = n0(x) + ne),(:r, y, £), the parallel equation of 
motion for the electron fluid takes the form
dv[[e
dt
e d<f>+ ^ Te dne m ene dz (1.45)
For low frequency processes, the electron inertia terms on the left hand side may 
be dropped, leading to the relation
He
n0
The linearised ion continuity equation may be written
dni 1 d(j> drio 
dt Bq dy dx
(1.46)
(1.47)
where the parallel velocity and polarisation drift have been neglected, and V • vE = 
0 and V • (nv*,) = 0 have been used. To relate these two equations, Poisson’s 
equation
V2<£ =  —£0e(nt -  ne) (1.48)
is used. The plasma approximation [18] states that Poisson’s equation may be 
reduced to the quasineutrality condition ne = nt, while V2<£ remains non-zero. 
This approximation is adequate for long wavelength modes, and low-frequency 
motions where the electric field has time to adjust itself in such a manner that the 
electron and ion orbits preserve the plasma neutrality. Applying quasineutrality 
gives the simplest drift wave equation
d<j)
dt
Te dn0 d(f) 
Bon0e dx dy
d(f>
(1.49)
with dispersion relation
(1.50)
indicating the waves oscillate at the diamagnetic frequency.
A net particle flux will arise when there is a phase shift, due to dissipation for 
example, between density and potential. Since the plasma must remain quasineu­
tral, any imbalance between fluxes must be made up by the growth or damping 
of an instability. Writing
He
n0 = £ ( l - i * ) ,
(1.51)
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where S represents the fact that the electrons may not move completely freely 
along the magnetic field lines to cancel out the space charge arising from the 
phase shift, results in an adjustment to the dispersion relation (1.50) to
U = ——— »  kyvme(l -f iS). (1.52)
1  —  10
If 8 > 0, the potential lags the density and an instability results [6].
A linear theory for low frequency dissipative drift waves in a sheared plasma 
slab has been considered by Chen et al. [19]. They showed that in the limit of 
constant diamagnetic frequency, the plasma was completely stable to the drift in­
stability. Modelling a parabolic variation of the diamagnetic frequency however, 
can overcome the shear damping and lead to unstable modes. The nonlinear in­
teraction between modes driven unstable in this way is studied using the invariant 
manifold reduction in chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2
Linear Tearing Mode Stability of a 
Rotating Plasma
In this chapter, the linear stability of the tearing mode in the presence of 
equilibrium flows is studied using a boundary layer analysis, as outlined in §1.1.1. 
The invariant manifold reduction will be used in later chapters to study the 
nonlinear stability of the tearing mode. Specifically, in chapter 4, the nonlinear 
evolution of the tearing mode in the case of a plasma in static equilibrium will 
be studied in detail. The more complicated situation of a plasma rotating in 
equilibrium will be considered in chapter 5, but much more briefly.
During the last two decades the linear theory for the resistive tearing mode 
has been extended in several directions. In particular, a considerable amount of 
work has been done on the effect of equilibrium flows on the inner problem. Flows 
tangential to the magnetic flux surfaces have been considered [20,21], as well as 
perpendicular flows due to the evolution of the equilibrium on the resistive time 
scale [22]. The effect of both parallel and perpendicular flows on the marginal 
stability of the tearing mode has also been studied in some detail [23]. The 
effect of larger flows has been considered analytically [24,25], and in numerical 
calculations [26].
While the effect of flows on the inner problem has been studied in some detail, 
the effect of flows on the outer problem is not so well understood. Recently Chen 
and Morrison [24] showed analytically the influence of flows in the outer region 
on the matching condition A' in slab geometry. In this chapter, their work is 
extended to cylindrical geometry using numerical techniques.
For flows with speed comparable to the Alfven velocity, the equations may 
exhibit more complicated behaviour due to extra singularities in the outer layer 
equations. A boundary layer analysis is used to provide a qualitative picture 
of the solution under these circumstances, and the full equations are solved to 
construct a complete solution, in cases with one and two extra singularities, in 
§2.3.
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2.1 The Model
The reduced MHD equations (1.17) and (1.18), which are used here to describe 
the straight cylinder approximation to a tokamak, may be written as
( - |  + v - V) V5> = (B - + vV\<t> + S„(2.1)
and
= b  • + e mOt
where v is the viscosity, 77 the resistivity,
(2.2)
d 2
dz2’
the plasma density has been set to unity, and the source terms, Su and Eext, 
balance the equilibrium diffusion. The stream function, </>, describes the velocity 
v according to
v = z x V</> (2-3)
while the flux function, ?/>, describes the magnetic field B according to
B = z x  V0 + Bzz, (2.4)
where Bz is the constant z-component of the magnetic field. The z-component 
of the current is given by
Jz = (2.5)
and similarly the z-component of the vorticity is given by
w, =  (2.6)
In the boundary layer approach, the solution of the linearised forms of equa­
tions (2.1) and (2.2) is found by dividing the problem into two regions. Specif­
ically, the plasma is divided into a narrow region around the rational surface, 
i.e. the surface where k • B = 0, k being the wave vector of the mode, and a sec­
ond region comprising the rest of the plasma in which ideal MHD may be used. 
For simplicity, the plasma is assumed to contain only a single rational surface. 
When solving the ideal or outer problem, the inner region is considered to be 
infinitely thin and ip is treated as continuous at the rational surface. In the thin 
layer ip is assumed constant but variation of the current Jz = V\ip  is fully taken 
into account. This is the constant-?/* approximation [9] which holds for tearing 
modes with poloidal mode number m > 2. These are sufficiently slowly growing 
that the magnetic field has time to diffuse across the layer, and are the modes of 
interest in this paper.
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Linearising v and B by writing
v(r) = v0(r) + v t(r) (2.7)
and
B(r) = B0(r) + B 1(r)l (2.8)
where the equilibrium quantities, which have a radial dependence only, are indi­
cated by a zero subscript, and subscript 1 indicates the perturbations. Equations 
(2.1) and (2.2) are then
+ vo - +  Vi • Vc o^ = (Bo • V)V^_0i 4- B i • V J q +  (2.9)
and
dxb\
—r ^ ~  —  Bo • ^ 4 >i +  B i  • V0o +  ^ (2.10)
where Jo is the z-component of the equilibrium current and uj0 the z-component 
of the equilibrium vorticity. Restricting v and B to
V = V qO  + Z X V(f>\ (2.11)
and
B = BoeG + Bzz + z x VV>i, (2.12)
respectively, the perturbations are assumed to vary as
f \  oc fi{r) exp(~ft 4- imO — inz/R) (2.13)
= /j(r)exp(7«+  k- r ) ,
where 7 = T — ifi is the (complex) growth rate of the mode, m and n the 
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers respectively, and R the plasma major radius. 
Neglecting viscosity, resistivity and the real part of the growth rate, since the 
growth time of the mode is several orders of magnitude slower than the ideal 
MHD time scale, the equations in the ideal region are
(G -  n)v\4>  -  ™ -  Joi>) (2.i4)
and
where
( G - f i ) ^  = F0, (2-15)
F = k • B0, G = k • v0
(2.16)
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have been introduced, and Q is the real frequency part of 7 resulting from the 
bulk flow at the rational surface. The subscripts on the perturbed quantities have 
now been dropped for clarity.
The boundary conditions are
as r —► 0 
a) = 0
where a is the position of the plasma boundary, assumed to have the properties 
of a perfectly conducting wall, and boundary layer effects have been neglected. 
This is a reasonable assumption when the resistive layer is well separated from 
the wall.
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are singular whenever G—ft = ±F,  corresponding 
to the Alfven resonance condition (k • v0 — fi)2 = (k • B0)2. The tearing still 
occurs at F = 0, and letting G — Ll —► G, which corresponds to a transformation 
to a reference frame rotating with the flow at the rational surface, F and G will 
both be zero at the rational surface. Combining equations (2.14) and (2.15) in 
this frame results in the equation
which is singular at the rational surface, and which must be solved to determine 
the stability of the tearing mode. In general, the solution for ip has a discontin­
uous derivative at the rational surface, enabling definition of the quantity [9]
(2.19)
where r3 is the position of the resonant surface, which is used when matching the 
ideal solution with the solution in the thin layer.
In the flowless case, A represents the energy available to drive the tearing 
instability. In particular, when A# > 0 energy is available and the plasma is 
unstable to the tearing mode. Similarly, A* < 0 implies there is no energy avail­
able to drive the instability and hence the mode is stable. However, when flows 
parallel to the magnetic flux surfaces are present, as is the case here, unstable 
modes with A* < 0 may exist [23]. In addition, if the flow is sufficiently large, 
modes with A* > 0 may be stabilised by the flow [24-26]. For all flows of interest 
here, increasing A corresponds to a destabilisation of the mode.
Multiplying equation (14) by ip, dividing by F and integrating gives the fol­
lowing expression for A
A =
1
ra{fp2(r9) -  4>2{r3))/ (S)-(f)4^74-4)] rdr.
( 2.20)
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Each term in equation (2.20) may be understood in terms of the energy of the 
tearing mode. In particular, the first four terms in the integral are the energy 
densities in the radial velocity and magnetic field perturbations followed by the 
energy densities in the poloidal velocity and magnetic field perturbations. The 
final two terms involve the vorticity and current gradients. Although the stability 
is determined by integrating over the entire radial cross section, the 1 / F and l /G  
factors in front of the last two terms in equation (2.20) indicate the importance 
of gradients of the equilibrium quantities close to the rational surface. Assuming 
that the gradients do not change sign across the rational surface, these terms 
are stabilising on one side and destabilising on the other. This implies that the 
stability is quite sensitive to the position of large current and vorticity gradients 
with respect to the rational surface.
The well established result of tearing modes with sufficiently high poloidal 
mode number m being stable still holds from the m2 term, since the multiplying 
factor in front of the integral always has the opposite sign to (<p2 — ip2). At first it 
appears that an equilibrium flow always acts to destabilise, but this is not always 
the case since the presence of flows also alters the solution for ip, and as is shown 
in §2.2, they can often have a stabilising influence.
The equilibrium magnetic field is characterised by the safety factor
rBz
q= rFs
The parametrisation of the q profile that will be used in this chapter is
q(r) = 9o{l + r2A[(W 9o)A- l ] } 1 
= qo (l + r0r2A) A
where qo and qa are the q values at the plasma centre and edge respectively. The 
parameter A characterises the equilibrium in such a way that A = 1, 2 and 4 
corresponds to peaked, round and flat current profiles respectively. Using q in 
this form, and employing units such that Bz/R  is unity, the equilibrium poloidal 
magnetic field is given by
^ ( r )  =  T r  = - ( 1 + ror2A) ' b  (2.23)
q(r) qov ’
and the equilibrium current profile is
Jo(r) = l ^ - ( r ß s) = -  (l +  r0r2A) “1_} . (2.24)
r dr q0 v 7
The velocity profile must satisfy solid body rotation for small r, i.e.
( 2.21)
v(r) (x r for small r, (2.25)
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and must also satisfy
v(ra) = 0. (2.26)
As mentioned earlier, the latter condition can always be satisfied by changing to 
an appropriate reference frame. The simplest velocity profile satisfying these two 
conditions is
v0(r) = a r(r  -  r3), (2.27)
where the size of the flow is determined by the constant a. The velocity profile 
may be generalised so that G (r3) ^  0. Specifically, let
v0(r) = r(r -  rs) [a + ß(r -  r s)],
then a controls the size of G(rs) while ß controls the size of G '(rs). 
Writing
F  = k • Bo = q(r)
—  71
and
G(r) = k • v0 = m(r -  r5) [a + ß{r -  r3)], 
note that although both F(rs) = 0 and G(r3) = 0,
lim
r —*r a
G>.)
F'(r.)
mars /  nq0 \  A 1
2 n \ m  J
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
is finite.
Since both F  and G are zero at the rational surface, equation (2.18) is sin­
gular at this point. However, if \F\ = |G| at some other point, the equations 
are again singular. As mentioned earlier, this second singularity occurs when 
=  k • (v0 ±  B0) and is therefore related to two Alfven continua. A similar case 
was noted in the study of ideal MHD instabilities of a cylindrical plasma with 
flows [27]. The solution in this ‘extra singularity regime’ is discussed briefly in 
§2.3.
Of primary interest however is the case where the rational surface is the only 
singularity in the equations. For this to be the case, the values of o; and ß must 
be restricted so that either \F\ > |G| everywhere except at r = r, or |F | < |G| 
everywhere except at r = rs. Flows satisfying the second condition are too 
large to be of interest for tokamaks, and therefore only flows satisfying the first 
condition are studied.
2.2 Stability Calculations
The equations were solved using a finite difference method with the intervals 
concentrated about the rational surface. The calculations were made mainly for 
the m —2/n—\ mode, which is thought to play a major role in tokamak experi­
ments. For typical tokamak profiles, modes with higher poloidal mode numbers
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m are usually more stable. Having solved the equations, A was determined for 
the given profiles. Note that in general the derivative of ip diverges logarithmi­
cally as the rational surface is approached from either side, but the difference 
remains finite [28].
Consider first the simple velocity profile given by equation (2.27). Since the 
magnetic field is characterised by three parameters (qo,qa, \ ) ,  and a further pa­
rameter (a) is required to describe the velocity field, examination of all possible 
configurations is not practical. In the case without flows, with a conducting wall 
at the plasma edge, lowering qa has a stabilising effect since it decreases the 
distance between the resonant surface and the stabilising wall. The presence of 
flows will not substantially alter this effect, and hence the solutions were obtained 
mainly for fixed cv and c/a, on a grid of q0 and A values. With qa fixed at 4, figure 
2.1 shows the solution in the absence of equilibrium flows, and the effect of flows 
with cv = 0.3 and cv = 0.5. These results show that the flow can be either signif­
icantly stabilising or significantly destabilising depending on the magnetic field 
configuration. Specifically, the flow is strongly stabilising for A = 1, especially 
when <7o > 1 whereas A = 4 and <70 > 1 is the most destabilising case. The ex­
treme effects are more pronounced for cv = 0.5 than for cr = 0.3, but a flow with 
cv — 0.3 is actually stabilising for a larger region of the parameter space shown.
Figure 2.2 shows A' with cv = 0.3 and qa reduced to 2.5, and the change in 
A' between this case and the flowless case. There is a general stabilisation of the 
mode as expected. Interestingly, with this lower value of qa the flow is an even 
more effective stabiliser and is actually stabilising for the entire parameter space 
shown. Nonetheless, at large A the effect is again much diminished. In all cases 
studied, the stability was far more sensitive to changes in A than changes in qo.
Figure 2.3 shows the variation of A* with cv, holding qa fixed at 4, for the 
following cases: a strongly stabilising case (q0 = 0.83, A = 1); a case where the 
velocity has relatively little effect (q0 = 1, A = 2.5); and a strongly destabilising 
case (<70 = 1.1, A = 4). The most outstanding feature of these graphs is that as cv 
approaches such values that |F | ~  |G| and the presence of an extra singularity in 
the equations becomes imminent, there is a drastic destabilisation in all cases.
The velocity profile may be generalised to that of equation (2.28) so that G is 
no longer a linear function of r. The parameter ß directly controls the magnitude 
of G (rs) without altering G(rs). For all the following results qa is fixed at 4. 
Figure 2.4 shows the effect of having only the second derivative of G non-zero at 
the rational surface, i.e. giving the flow a parabolic shape around rs. It is seen 
that the change in A between the case where ß =  0.3, cv = 0 and the flowless case 
is relatively minor, but always positive and hence the second derivative appears 
to act as a destabiliser. However, when cv is increased from 0 to 0.3 leaving ß 
fixed at 0.3, the second derivative term not only has much more influence, but 
its major effect is one of stabilisation. This is shown in figure 2.5. Figure 2.6 
shows the change in A* between cv = 0.3, ß = 0.3 and cv = 0.3,/? =  0, and again 
ß ^  0 is seen to be predominantly stabilising. Not unlike the results for various
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Figure 2.1: (a) shows A* vs qo and A for the case with qa = 4 and no flows, the solid line 
indicating the marginal stability curve, i.e. A = 0; (b) shows <$A = A |a=o.3 ~ A |a=o 
and (c) £A = A |a=o.5 — A |a=o with qa = 4 and ß = 0 in both cases. The solid line 
in (b) and (c) indicates £A = 0, i.e. no change in A due to the flow.
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Figure 2.2: (a) and (b) show the results corresponding to figures la  and lb except with 
qa = 2.5. Notice that A < 0 for a much larger portion of the parameter space and 
that 6 A < 0 everywhere.
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Figure 2.3: Variation of A* with a for qa = 4, ß = 0 and the following values for qo 
and A: qo = 0.83 and A = 1 in (a), qo = 1 and A = 2.5 in (b) and qo = 1.1 and A = 4 
in (c). The curves are drawn until the appearance of an extra singularity.
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Figure 2.4: Change in A* for flows without shear at the rational surface, where 6A' = 
A |/3=o. 3  — A |/3 =o vvith qa = 4 and a = 0. Note that the change is everywhere positive.
Figure 2.5: Same as in figure 2.4 except ß = 0.3, qa = 4 and a changes from 0.3 to 0.
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Figure 2.6: Same as in figure 2.4 except a = 0.3, qa = 4 and ß changes from 0.3 to 0.
c*, it was found that the extreme effects for larger ß were greater, but for smaller 
ß the stabilising effect existed over a larger region. Contrary to the case for a 
however, the stability is more sensitive to changes in qo than changes in A.
The variation of A' with a and ß is shown in figure 2.7 for a strongly stabilising 
case (q0 = 0.89, A = 1) and a strongly destabilising case (q0 = 1.1, A = 4). Figure 
2.7a shows the same behaviour as seen in figure 2.3 as the extra singularity regime 
is approached . In figure 2.7b it is clearly  seen th a t  increasing  ß can  be e ith e r 
stabilising or destabilising depending on the value of a.
An interesting analytical example is given by the following flow, which has no 
effect on the stability at all. If we take
= QrU)-m) (2.32)
G = aF (2.33)
uJ0 — aJ0. (2.34)
then 
and
This flow satisfies the conditions (2.25) and (2.26), and equation (2.14) becomes
which simplifies to
(a2 -  1 )FVl4> = — -  1 )J0t/>
r
rv2J> = r
(2.35)
(2.36)
which is independent of the flow.
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Figure 2.7: A* versus a and ß for two cases: (a) shows a strongly stabilizing case with 
qa = 4, qo = 0.89 and A = 1, and (b) shows a strongly destabilising case with qa = 4, 
qo = 1.1 and A = 4.
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Figure 2.8: Eigenfunctions for the same magnetic field parameters as figure 2.3, the 
broken line indicating the result for no flow, and the continuous line showing the result 
for a flow with a = 0.5, ß = 0.
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In figure 2.8, the effect of the flows on the eigenfunction for ip is shown for the 
same parameters as shown in figure 2.3. The effect of the flow is most marked 
in the stabilising case, changing the eigenfunction substantially on both sides of 
the rational surface. In particular, for r > rs the change acts for destabilisation 
whereas for r < rs the opposite is true. Since the r < rs change is greater, the 
net effect is one of stabilisation. For the destabilising case shown however, the 
change in shape is almost exclusively for r > rs and hence the net effect is one 
of destabilisation. Even though only very simple velocity profiles available have 
been considered, the vast range of behaviour available clearly indicates the power 
of flows in influencing plasma stability.
2.3 Extra Singularity Regime
As mentioned earlier, when \F\ = |G| ^  0 equation (2.14) has an extra 
singularity. From the form of F and G used, it is easily seen that this will 
usually occur at two different points leading to a total of three singular points 
in the equation. Examining the nature of the outer solution near each of the 
singular points shows that the extra singularities are quite different from the 
singularity at the rational surface. In particular, sufficiently close to a rational 
surface equations (2.14) and (2.15) may approximated as
d2ip
X ~dF>
=  rl> (2.37)
where x = r — rs and the coefficients have been normalised to unity. Near a ‘non- 
rational surface’ singular point, r = rq say, equations (2.14) and (2.15) reduce 
to
d2ip dip
X ^  +  ~ X = ^ '
where here x =  r — r\. Considering equation (2.38) first, the substitution
(2.38)
for x > 0 and x < 0 respectively transforms the equation to
d2*P 1 dip _
dw2 w dw 1
(2.39)
i.e. Bessel’s equation for x < 0, and a modified Bessel’s equation for x > 0. The 
solution to (2.38) may therefore be written as
ai Jo (2yjxj) + b\Yo ( 2 /H )  if x < 0 
a2/0(2>/T) T 62Ao(2\Zic) if x > 0
(2.40)
where a12 and 6i i2 are constants, Jo and Vo are zero order Bessel functions of 
the first and second kind, and Iq and K0 are modified Bessel functions of zero
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order. The solution to equation (2.37) may be obtained from the above by writing
equation (2.38) in the form
d_
dx =  Vb
(2.41)
and then operating on both sides of this equation with xd /d x .
equation
This gives the
(2.42)
which is of the same form as equation (2.37), and therefore the solution of (2.37) 
may be w ritten as
4>r, = (2.43)
where ipri is the solution of equation (2.38).
Now ipTa is finite at r = r3 and although its derivative is infinite, A* remains 
finite. This was shown by Furth et al [28]. and can readily be verified using 
equations (2.43) and (2.40). However ipri has a logarithmic singularity at r  =  77 
due to the Yo and K q components of the solution, and the quantity defined at 
r  =  rq analogous to A' at rs is in general infinite.
A boundary layer analysis about r  =  r 1? where growth rate and resistivity 
are included in the inner layer, is required to rigorously resolve the singularity. 
Considering the ideal limit first, the growth rate terms may be included, and 
equations (2.14) and (2.15) solved in a small ‘inner layer1 about r  =  rq in order 
to resolve the singularity.
Employing an ordering in the inner layer such tha t the largest growth rate 
terms balance the singular terms, and assuming the layer width scales with the 
growth rate, the inner layer equations to order 7-1 may be w ritten
(Cx  +  i~i)ip =  -(</> , (2.44)
where (  =  (F ' — G ')\r=ri- This leads to ip being of the form
ip = C\ ln(x +  ^ r)  +  C2 (2.45)
where C\ and C2 are constants. This shows tha t a finite growth rate resolves the 
logarithmic singularity at r — r\.
Inclusion of resistivity in the inner layer results in a fourth order equation for 
ip, and the matching procedure will in general involve independent solutions in 
four different regions being matched to three singular layers. For these reasons 
this route is not pursued, and instead the full reduced MHD equations (2.1) and 
(2.2) are solved as an initial value problem. The code used for this is a linearised 
complex version of tha t used by Bondeson [29] with resistivity held constant in 
time. Two different cases are considered, one where the outer equations have just
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a single extra singularity at r < r s, and one with an extra singularity on each 
side of rs.
When q0 = 1.1, qa = 4, A = 4 and a = 0.7, leading to r s % 0.699, the outer 
equations have only a single extra singularity at r «  0.114. As mentioned above, 
the singularity is resolved in the full equations since inertia, viscosity and resis­
tivity are all taken into account. The resistivity profile is chosen to be inversely 
proportional to the initial current profile, and is specified by its value at the 
plasma centre. Figure 2.9a shows the amplitude of the m = 2/n= l flux function 
for this case, with central resistivities of 5.0 x 10-7 and 8.0 x 10-10, and each 
eigenfunction has been normalised to unity at the rational surface. The eigen­
functions are found to vary considerably with resistivity in small regions around 
the rational surface and extra singularity only, and by varying the resistivity, the
3
growth rate is seen to scale as a standard tearing mode, with 7 oc 7/s. As the 
resistivity is decreased, the nature of the eigenfunction near the extra singular 
surface approaches the near singular behaviour predicted in the ideal limit by 
equation (2.45).
For the second case, profiles with <?o = 1, qa = 4, A = 2.5 and a  = 0.85 are 
considered. The outer equations then have, in addition to the rational surface 
at r % 0.684, two extra singularities, one at r % 0.096 and a second at r «  
0.944. The growth rate in this case scales proportionally to the resistivity in 
contrast to the fractional power scaling in the previous case. The amplitude 
of the flux function in the present case is shown in figure 2.9b with the same 
central resistivities and normalisation as in figure 2.9a. Again the near singular 
behaviour at the extra singular surfaces is apparent as the resistivity is decreased. 
Note that the eigenfunction is dominated by the highly resistive region around 
the outermost singularity, explaining the diffusive type scaling of the growth rate 
with resistivity. This is somewhat like the case for double tearing modes when 
the two rational surfaces are well separated. The growth rate is then determined 
primarily by the condition at the rational surface with the highest resistivity [28]. 
The extra singularity at r > rs is also important in that it decouples the rational 
surface from the wall. This explains the major change in the nature of the 
eigenfunction for r > rs between this case and both the normal tearing mode 
and the case with an r < rs singularity only.
2.4 Summary
A systematic study of the influence of flows on the linear stability parameter 
A' for the ‘constant ip' tearing mode in the straight cylinder tokamak approxima­
tion has been presented, showing that a sheared mass flow can have a stabilising 
or destabilising influence, depending on the magnetic field equilibrium. Specifi­
cally, the simple flows studied were found to be strongly stabilising for centrally 
peaked current profiles, but were destabilising when the current profile was flatter
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Figure 2.9: (a) shows the eigenfunction solution from the full reduced MHD equations 
when qa = 4, qo = 1.1, A = 4 and a = 0.7 for resistivities of 5.0 x 10-7 (continuous 
line) and 8.0 X 10-10 (dashed line). The presence of a small r boundary layer is easily 
seen in the vicinity of the extra singularity of the outer equations at r «  0.114; (b) 
shows the eigenfunction solution from the full reduced MHD equations when qa = 4, 
qo = 1, A = 2.5 and a = 0.85 for the same resistivities as (a). This is the case of two 
extra singularities in the outer equations.
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in the centre. The dependence on q0 was only minor in comparison to the depen­
dence on the current profile. While the extreme effects were most pronounced for 
the larger flows, a smaller flow may actually be stabilising for a larger range of 
magnetic field profiles, and hence can have a stronger influence on marginal sta­
bility. A flow without shear at the rational surface was found to be destabilising 
if applied alone while in combination with a sheared flow was mainly stabilising. 
However, it should be noted that while the gradients of the current and vortic- 
ity at the rational surface are im portant, A is determined by variations of the 
equilibrium quantities over the whole cross section. A direct relation between the 
equilibrium gradients at the rational surface and A ’ is therefore not possible. A 
flow with k • B oc k • v was found to have no effect on the stability at all.
As the flow increases in size, the outer equations may become singular at 
points other than the rational surface. The behaviour at these extra singularities 
is quite different from that at the rational surface, and a boundary layer analysis 
would be far more complicated, with solutions in as many as four independent 
regions which must be matched at three singular layers. By solving the full 
reduced MHD equations numerically in this limit, it was found tha t when there
3was only an extra singularity at r  < r „  the growth rate had the standard tjs 
scaling. The presence of an r > r9 singularity changed this to a diffusive type 
7  oc t] scaling, with the rational surface now decoupled from the conducting 
wall and the flux eigenfunction dominated by the high resistivity r  > rs region. 
However, no complete param eter survey was carried out.
It should be noted tha t when the flow becomes comparable to the Alfven ve­
locity, curvature and compression may become significant and the reduced MHD 
model is not necessarily justified. In order to fully examine the effect of flows 
of Alfvenic size and larger, these effects and also Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 
must be considered.
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction to the Invariant 
Manifold Reduction
The tearing mode and drift instabilities studied in this thesis are dissipative 
instabilities, with a discrete spectrum of normal modes, nearly all of which are 
damped in time [19,30]. The nonlinear interaction between these normal modes 
in the evolution of the instability may be described by an infinite system of mode­
coupling equations. The physical effect of such coupling is a transfer of energy 
between the modes, and in a strongly dissipative system it is possible that the few 
linearly unstable modes will transfer their energy to the stable modes, where it is 
dissipated and a balanced state achieved. This process of nonlinear stabilisation 
may be understood in terms of a nonlinear driving of linearly stable slave modes 
by linearly unstable, and possibly some weakly stable, master modes. The long 
time dynamics of the system may then be modelled by the long term dynamics of 
the master modes and a function describing the driving of the slave modes. This 
function is essentially the invariant manifold [8], and enables the construction of 
a low dimensional, asymptotic model of the nonlinear evolution.
In §3.1, the basic theory of nonlinear dynamical systems and the essential 
ideas behind a bifurcation theory description of a nonlinear system are briefly 
discussed. Particular emphasis is given to the centre manifold reduction, which 
provides a basis for the extension to the invariant manifold reduction. Section 3.2 
introduces the invariant manifold reduction, and in §3.3, both the centre manifold 
and invariant manifold reductions are applied to a simple model equation of the 
trapped-ion instability [31]. This instability is a low frequency electrostatic drift 
wave, and exhibits the same 0(2) and 50(2) symmetries as the tearing and 
drift wave modes studied in later chapters, but without the complications of a 
difficult linear problem. Knowledge of the linear problem is crucial in applying 
the invariant manifold reduction, so since this mode has a trivial linear form, 
it provides an excellent way to present all the relevant nonlinear aspects of an 
invariant manifold reduction as applied to problems of the kind given in chapters 
4 to 6, without excessive physical or mathematical complications.
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3.1 Bifurcation Theory and the Centre Manifold Reduction
Consider the system of nonlinear, first order differential equations
dx . ,
—  =  x =  V(x, p)  (3.1)
where x € IRn, p (E IR and V(x, p)  is a C r vector field on IRn, r <  oo. The vector 
field V( x, p)  generates a flow (f>t : IRn —► IRn where
<MX(0)) =  x(t).  (3.2)
Without loss of generality, the origin is assumed to be a fixed point of the motion,
V(0,0) =  0. (3.3)
The fixed point at x — 0 is said to be stable [32] if for every neighbourhood 
of initial conditions 0 < |x(0)| < 6 there exists e such that for all x(0) in this 
neighbourhood:
(i) |a:(£)| < £ for all t > 0.
If the further condition
(ii) |x(t)| —► 0 as t —► oo
is satisfied, the fixed point is said to be asymptotically stable.
Expanding to first order in a Taylor series about x =  0 with p — 0, the 
linearised equation is
x =  DxV( 0,0) (3.4)
where the matrix D XV( 0,0) is given by
dV
DXV( 0,0)^- =  ^ ( 0 , 0 ) .  (3.5)
The stability of the solutions of equation (3.4) is determined from the linear 
eigenvalues, A,, of the matrix DXV . In the following, the eigenvalues are as­
sumed non-degenerate, however the extension to degenerate eigenvalues is quite 
straightforward [32,33]. The sign of the real part of the eigenvalue gives the 
stability of the associated “mode”, with 7£e(A) < 0 implying stability, 7£e(A) > 0 
implying instability, and a mode with 7£e(A) =  0 is neutral. Each eigenvalue has 
an associated eigenspace, which is the space spanned by its eigenvector
Ex =  {v  e IRn|(£>xV (0,0) -  A/) • V =  0}. (3.6)
for real A, or the space spanned by eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue, 
A, and its complex conjugate, A,
Ex =  {v e  ]Rn\(DxV (0 ,0) -  \ I ) { D xV{ 0 , 0) -  A/) • v =  0} (3.7)
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for a complex eigenvalue. By grouping together all eigenvectors corresponding to 
eigenvalues with positive real part, the unstable subspace of (3.4) is defined as
Eu = span{u|u G E\ and /R e(\) > 0}. 
Similarly, the stable subspace and centre subspace may defined as
(3.8)
E s = span{u
and
|u G E\ and IZe(\) < 0} (3.9)
E c = span{u| v G E\ and 7£e(A) = 0}. (3.10)
Considering now the nonlinear system (3.1) in the vicinity of the fixed point 
x =  0, p = 0, the relationship between the linear dynamics and the nonlinear 
dynamics is given by the Hartman-Grobman theorem [33].
Theorem 1 . I f DXV has no zero or purely imaginary eigenvalues then there 
is a homeomorphism h defined on some neighbourhood U of x in IRn locally 
taking orbits of the nonlinear flow <f>t of (3.1), to the linear flow of (3-4). The 
homeomorphism preserves the sense of orbits and can also be chosen to preserve 
parametrisation by time.
Under the conditions of the above theorem, the fixed point is said to be hyperbolic. 
The theorem therefore implies that the asymptotic behaviour of the nonlinear so­
lution near a hyperbolic fixed point is determined by the linearisation at the fixed 
point. Another way of viewing this is that any qualitative change or bifurcation 
in the nonlinear dynamics must be reflected in the linear dynamics [32]. The 
equilibrium will lose its hyperbolicity if the matrix DXV  has either a zero, or a 
conjugate pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues. Losing hyperbolicity in the first 
manner corresponds to a steady-state bifurcation, while losing hyperbolicity in 
the second manner corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation.
Bifurcation theory is used to study the behaviour of systems in the neighbour­
hood of critical points, i.e. points where an equilibrium loses its hyperbolicity. 
This is done by varying the parameter p about the critical point, and seeing the 
effect on the equilibrium solution. The implicit function theorem may be used 
to show that as long as zero is not an eigenvalue of the linear stability matrix 
of the equilibrium, small changes in p will perturb, but not destroy, the equi­
librium solution [32]. The new equilibrium as p is varied may be considered as 
lying on a branch of solutions X(p).  Since in a steady-state bifurcation there is, 
by definition, a zero eigenvalue, the linear stability matrix is not invertible, and 
creation or destruction of equilibrium branches is allowed. A Hopf bifurcation, 
on the other hand, will not alter the number of equilibrium solutions, since the 
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis are a conjugate pair and the linear stability 
matrix is invertible. The fundamental difference between a steady-state bifur­
cation and a Hopf bifurcation is that in a Hopf bifurcation, a periodic solution
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bifurcates from the equilibrium. In a physical system, this can be responsible for 
the appearance of oscillatory behaviour.
The dynamics of equation (3.1) can be studied by considering invariant man­
ifolds of the system. An invariant manifold of equation (3.1) is a set S £ IRn 
such that for x0 £ S, the solution x(t) of (3.1) with x(0) =  x0 is in S for all 
t , and thus is an autonomous subset of the total dynamics. Fixed points and 
periodic orbits of a given flow are the simplest examples of invariant manifolds 
(of dimension 0 and 1, respectively). The subspaces E u, E s and E c are invariant 
for the linearised system (3.4), and they span IRn. For the nonlinear system (3.1), 
these linear subspaces may be generalised according to the following theorem.
T heorem  2. (Guckenheimer and Holmes [33]). Given the system of ordinary 
differential equations (3.1), and E u, E a and E c defined as above, then there exist 
C r stable and unstable invariant manifolds W 3 and W u tangent to E 3 and E u at 
0, and a C r~l centre manifold W c tangent to E c at 0. The manifolds W u, W 3 
and W c are invariant for the flow of V . The stable and unstable manifolds are 
unique, but the centre manifold need not be.
Trajectories in the stable and unstable manifolds have simple asymptotic proper­
ties. In particular, if x(t)  £ W 3, then x(t)  —► 0 as t —> oo, and if x(t)  £ W u, then 
x(t) —* 0 as t —> —oo. The properties of the centre manifold are more complex, 
but for some neighbourhood U of the fixed point x =  0 it may be shown that [32]
(i) if x(t)  £ U for all t >  0, then as t —> oo, the trajectory x(t)  converges to 
VTC;
(ii) if :r(£) £ U for all —oo < t <  oo, then x(0) £ W c, and by invariance the 
entire trajectory must lie in W c.
Ignoring the parameter /i, the system (3.1) may be written in the form
x =  Ax +  X( x,  y , z )
y =  By  +  Y ( x , y , z )  (3-11)
i  =  Cz  +  Z(x,  y , z)
where A , B  and C  are constant square matrices whose eigenvalues have positive, 
zero and negative real parts respectively, and the C r functions X , Y , Z  and 
their partial derivatives vanish at the origin. The matrices A , B  and C  have 
dimensions nu x nu, nc x nc, and na x ns respectively, where nu, nc and n3 are 
the dimensions of the unstable manifold, centre manifold and stable manifold 
respectively. Since the centre manifold is tangent to the linear centre subspace at 
the origin, it may be represented as a local graph defined on some neighbourhood 
of y =  0.
T heorem  3. (Kelley [34]). For the system of equations (3.11), there exists a 
centre manifold x =  f (y) ,  z =  g{y),  |y| < 6, where f  and g are C r for 8 
sufficiently small, and vanish with their derivatives at the origin.
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The dynamics on the centre manifold is then given by the nc-dimensional system
y = By + Y(f (y),y,g(y)) .  (3.12)
If nu 0, the dynamics on the unstable manifold must be considered if a reduced 
description of the dynamics of the entire system is required. This is addressed in 
the centre-unstable manifold reduction (see the end of this section), and in the 
invariant manifold reduction (see §3.2).
At a point of marginal stability, i.e. nu =  0, nc ^  0 and x = f ( y ) = 
X( x , y , z )  = 0, the following theorem shows that the representation
V = By  + Y(y,g(y)).  (3.13)
may be used to determine the asymptotic behaviour of small solutions of the 
equations
y = By + Y(y, z)  
z = Cz + Z(y,z).
Theorem 4. (Carr [35]).
(a) I f the solution of (3.13) at the origin is stable (asymptotically stable) (unsta­
ble), then the solution of (3.14) at the origin is also stable (asymptotically stable) 
(unstable);
(b) I f the solution of (3.13) at the origin is stable and
(y(t),z(t)) is a solution of (3.14) with (y(0),z(0)) sufficiently small, then there 
exists a solution y(t) of (3.13) and a constant 7  > 0 such that as t —► 0 0 ,
»(<) = m  +Ö
z(t) = g(y(t)) +
Combining the equations for x and 2  in (3.11) and treating x and 2  as a 
single vector w E IRnu+n4, such that w = h(y), provides a useful notational 
simplification. Differentiating w with respect to time gives
w = Dyh(y)y = Dyh(y)[By + Y(y,h{y))] = Ah{y) + X{ y , h(y)) (3.15)
with boundary conditions h(y) and Dyh{y) vanishing at the origin. Subtracting 
the two expressions for w gives the equation defining the centre manifold
F(h(y)) = 0 (3.16)
where
r(h(y) )  = Dyh(y){By + Y(y,  % ))]  -  Ah(y) -  X(y,  h(y)).
Solving equation (3.16) is equivalent to solving the original system (3.11) and 
in general is not possible. It is possible however, to approximate the solution 
arbitrarily closely as a Taylor series at y = 0, as shown by the following theorem.
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Theorem 5. (Carr [35]). If a function h(y), with h(0) = Dyh(0) = 0, can be 
found such that T{h(y))  = Ö (\y\p) for some p > 1 as \y\ —► 0, then it follows 
that as |y| —+ 0, %) = %) + o(ij,n.
Three extensions to the above theory need mentioning, as they are all relevant 
to its application in later chapters. Firstly, there also exists a centre-unstable 
(stable) manifold [34,36], which may be calculated in the same manner as the 
centre manifold, except the system (3.1) is split into two parts, one with linear 
matrix having non-negative (non-positive) eigenvalues only, and the other matrix 
having negative (positive) eigenvalues only. The extension to infinite dimensional 
problems is also quite straightforward, requiring only some “nice” properties of 
the linear spectrum [35]. The final point deals with the fact that in the above 
discussion, the centre manifold is only defined at the single point p = 0. To allow 
variation of the parameters, the suspended system is constructed, which consists 
of the system (3.11) augmented by the parameter equation
/i = 0 (3.17)
for p £ IR/', k being the number of parameters. The centre manifold reduction 
may then be applied to this suspended system, and the local attractivity of the 
centre manifold ensures that the results are applicable in a neighbourhood of the 
critical point [32],
3.2 The Invariant Manifold Reduction
The invariant manifold reduction [8] is closely related to the centre-unstable 
manifold reduction, but allows the inclusion of some linearly stable modes explic­
itly in the reduced description. To apply the invariant manifold reduction to the 
problems considered in later chapters, the partial differential equation governing 
the instability is first reduced to a set of (complex) mode coupling equations, 
and then, on physical grounds, those modes which are assumed to dominate the 
nonlinear evolution are isolated. These modes are labelled master modes, while 
the remaining modes are considered as slave modes, i.e. after an initial transient, 
the slave modes respond adiabatically to the driving by the master mode ampli­
tudes. The mode coupling equations are therefore naturally split into two parts, 
one part describing the evolution of the driving or ‘master’ modes z^, and the 
other part describing the driven or ‘slave’ modes h\. This may be written as
i l  =  A” 4  +  JV"(z,h)
k = kk  + K( >,h)
where z = {z” } and h = {/**}, the indices m and n running over all the master 
modes, and s and t running over all the slaves, A is a constant linear growth rate,
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and iV(z,h) contains the nonlinear, mode-coupling terms. The amplitudes of 
the various modes at the onset of the nonlinear behaviour is determined by how 
much they have grown (or decayed) during the linear phase. The best guide for 
the division of the modes into masters and slaves is therefore the linear growth 
rate, with
> K V pairs (m,n) € {masters} and (s , t ) 6 {slaves}, (3.19)
and also
A* < A < 0 V pairs (s,t) £ {slaves} and some A. (3.20)
In the limit where A  ^ > 0 V (m,n), the invariant manifold reduction, outlined 
below, is identical to the centre-unstable manifold reduction. Indeed, if the dom­
inant linear modes are all marginally stable, it is identical to the centre manifold 
reduction [8].
Since the master modes, which are in general either unstable or only weakly 
stable, transfer their energy to the slaves where it may be dissipated, nonlin­
ear stable states (either static or dynamic), or arbitrarily slowly evolving states 
(e.g. strange attractors), may exist despite linear instability. This driving of the 
slave modes by the masters means it may be written that
h = h(z), (3.21)
where the nature of the function h(z) defines the invariant manifold.
To solve for h as a function of z, the chain rule is employed to derive the 
equation (see equation (3.16) above)
\ ‘X  + N!(z,h) = K
dh[
K C  + iv"(z, h)] + ^  + K K (3.22)
Considering all master modes as O(z) quantities, where 2  is small, and employing 
an iterative technique [37], the fundamental equation to be solved is
- M (r+,) +  E
m,n
dK
fez,
(r + 1)
A" *" +
dh‘
Y ynA m Z m
NX* , ! . « ) - £
m,n
gpr K ( z M r)) + y -  jv > ,h < r>) (3.23)
where /i^r)(z) is the rth iterative approximation to /^(z). Starting with the 
initial approximation h^  = 0 V s,t, which corresponds to mode truncation, 
each iteration gives the invariant manifold correct to a higher order. The validity 
of such a description depends on the choice of master modes, and hence on the 
nature of the linear spectrum.
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In general, the centre manifold reduction gives a description of the qualitative 
nature of the solutions available to a given system. It enables the isolation of 
the nonlinear invariant manifold tangent to the linear centre subspace of the 
equilibrium, and therefore, by the Hartman-Grobman theorem mentioned earlier, 
isolation of the space where the equilibrium loses hyperbolicity and qualitative 
changes in the nature of the solution may occur. The invariant manifold reduction 
is more concerned with taking an arbitrary point in the parameter space, and 
obtaining a reduced description of the dynamics accurate at that point. This 
means that while the centre manifold reduction can only be applied at a point of 
marginal stability, giving information about the change of stability at that point, 
the invariant manifold reduction can be applied anywhere, and gives a reduced 
asymptotic description of the nonlinear evolution. For this reason, assuming 
the master modes chosen are appropriate, the invariant manifold reduction can 
provide a quantitatively as well as qualitatively accurate, reduced description of 
the dynamics.
When making a quantitative comparison between the solution of the full sys­
tem of equations and the solution on the invariant manifold for a specific set of 
initial conditions, the fact that the initial conditions may not be in the invariant 
manifold must be taken into account. Roberts [38] describes a procedure for pro­
jecting known initial conditions for the full system onto the invariant manifold, 
thus providing the best comparison of the solution trajectories. The comparisons 
carried out in the next chapter, between the invariant manifold reduced equations 
and the numerical simulations of Parker et al. for nonlinear tearing modes, only 
involve a general comparison of the transient behaviour, and concentrate instead 
on the nature of the final stable state. The problem of choosing appropriate 
initial conditions therefore does not arise.
In order to apply the invariant manifold reduction to the tearing and drift 
wave modes studied in later chapters, quite a complex linear problem must first 
be solved. The solution of the linear problem gives the linear spectrum, and thus 
which modes should be treated as master modes may be ascertained. The non­
linear solution is then expanded in the linear eigenfunctions, and orthogonality 
relations are used to produce a system of mode coupling equations. The presence 
of a symmetry in the equations has a significant effect on the form of the mode 
coupling equations [39], and hence on the form of the reduced equations. The 
mode coupling equations for the tearing mode in chapter 4 exhibit an 0(2) sym­
metry, i.e. they are equivariant under the actions of the group of planar rotations 
and reflections. When equilibrium flows are included, as in chapters 2 and 5, the 
reflection symmetry is broken, but the rotational symmetry 50(2) is left intact. 
The drift waves studied in chapter 6 also have an 50(2) symmetry. The presence 
of these symmetries forces many terms in the reduced equations to vanish. The 
simple one-dimensional trapped-ion mode equation derived by Cohen et al. [31] 
exhibits an 0(2) symmetry in a non-dispersive limit, and an 50(2) symmetry 
when dispersion is included, but has an extremely simple linear form. These facts
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make this particular model useful as an example of the application of the above 
mentioned nonlinear methods, which will be applied to the more complicated, 
and more physically interesting, models in later chapters.
3.3 The Dissipative Trapped-Ion Mode
The dissipative trapped-ion mode derivation considered here is taken directly 
from Cohen et al. [31], and so only a brief outline is given below. This model 
was extended to two dimensions by Cohen and Tang [40], but the simpler one­
dimensional model is sufficient for the demonstration purposes of this section.
A four fluid model, i.e. trapped and circulating electrons and ions, is used, and 
the kinetic effects of ion-Landau damping, to provide saturation, and finite ion 
banana width, to provide dispersion, are added. The guiding centres of trapped 
particles in a torus drift back and forth across the magnetic field lines as the 
particles themselves are bounced back and forth in a region of the torus. The 
projection of this orbit onto a toroidal cross-section is shaped like a banana, and 
the orbit termed a banana orbit. Both electrons and ions are assumed to have 
orbits in the banana regime, i.e. <x>Bi > v+ for ions and Uße > for electrons, 
where
qR
(3.24)
is the ion bounce frequency for species j , with q the safety factor and e = r / R the 
inverse aspect ratio of the torus. In this regime, the trapped particles have time 
to complete a banana orbit before being collisionally de-trapped. The enhanced 
collision frequencies v+ and for ions and electrons are defined as
(3.25)
Taking the radially local limit, i.e. the limit where the mode is localised in a 
region that is small compared with the plasma radius, but large compared with 
the banana width, the coupling of long parallel wavelength modes between mode 
rational surfaces is considered using a slab geometry. The slab co-ordinates are 
related to the torus according to x = r and y = r(0 — (/<?), where ( and 9 are 
the toroidal and poloidal angles. The momentum equation (1.36) applies to all 
four fluids, and the continuity equation for the trapped particles is
dni,
dt +  V  • « , < , )
— 1/ _ . + c,t
i  ( . * + '— £2n0exp ±  — (3.26)
where the right hand side describes the collisional relaxation of the trapped par­
ticle densities. A constant magnetic field in the ^-direction and an isotropic 
pressure are assumed, so the pressure term in equation (1.36) may be written 
V • P = Vpj = VrijT  where the electron and ion temperatures are equal.
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Assuming the ordering
V+  < U > 0  <  Z / _ ,  U B i,  h VT e ,  & | |  VT t ,
the electron and ion free-streaming parallel to B means that the circulating par­
ticle densities are well approximated by their quasi-steady equilibrium values
£2) n 0exp (3.27)
The m om entum  equation (1.36) is solved as a power series in the electrostatic 
potential (f) to obtain the second order perturbed velocities and densities, which 
are then substituted into equation (3.26) to give the second order continuity 
equation for the trapped particles
dnli
dt +
z x V</> 
B
T -net —£ 2 ^ 0  exp (3.28)
The system is closed by assuming quasineutrality
" f  +  (l -  «*) noexp ^ y j  =  +  ( l  -  e*) n0 exp ( - y (3.29)
W ith the orderings z/_ d /d t  ~  kyVm and \e<j>/T\ <C 1, where
y  _  f  T  \  d \ n n 0 
* ~  “  2 \ e B  )  dx
is the electron diamagnetic drift velocity reduced by a factor g s/2 , the electro­
static potential $  =  e ^ /T  satisfies the equation
d §  d $  V 2 d 2$  i d<&2
*+K* + £ v +e',K(1"*)flr + ,'+# = 0
where
Vi =
d\nTj  
d In n0
The linear dispersion relation corresponding to the above equation is
( k 2V 2
u  = kyV. + i '  y *
V -
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
indicating instability for k2V 2 > and there is no mechanism for saturation.
The effect of ion Landau damping by circulating ions and trapped-ion bounce 
resonances may be included from linear kinetic theory, providing stabilisation of 
the mode for sufficiently weak tem perature gradients (7/,- < 2/3). Taking equation 
(3.31), transforming to a frame moving with the trapped-electron diamagnetic
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drift velocity r) = y — Vmt, including the effect of Landau damping and rescaling 
gives the equation for the electrostatic potential
dip , d2ip t d4ip t , t dip2 A
+ W W  + ‘'*+ar_0’
where r  = c ( = ij/r, ip = (i/_/u>0)(l -  u;0 = K /r , 1/ = v_v+/Jl
and a  = A (1 — 3T]i/2)(u)0/^Bi)2^-/^Bi where A is a numerical factor. Poloidal 
periodicity over the length 2xr gives the boundary condition
iP(0=iPU + 2tt). (3.35)
The second term in equation (3.34) describes the destabilising effect of electron 
collisions, while the third and fourth terms describe the stabilising effects of 
Landau damping and ion collisions. The parameter a  measures the strength 
of Landau damping relative to the destabilising electron collision term. The 
nonlinear term arises from the E x B mode coupling, and enables unstable modes 
to lose energy to the stable modes where it may be dissipated. This equation has 
an 0(2) symmetry, and therefore exhibits the same classes of nonlinear behaviour 
as the tearing mode model considered in chapter 4.
The other kinetic effect to be included is dispersion due to finite banana excur­
sions. Including a radially local, one-dimensional model of dispersion, equation 
(3.34) becomes
dip d2ip d4ip cd3ip
Tt +  w  + +  +  w +
dip2
=  0 , (3.36)
where 6 = / i üo ) (p2q2/er2) for ion gyro-radius p x. Dispersion introduces a 
frequency mismatch between linear modes, and thus inhibits coupling. This 
effect will be significant for b/otS > 1. The reflection symmetry component of the 
0(2) symmetry of equation (3.34) is also broken by finite dispersion, leaving a 
residual 50(2) symmetry, which is the same as in the tearing modes with flows 
problem studied in chapter 5, and the drift wave problem studied in chapter 6.
3.3.1 Dispersionless Limit
In order to apply the invariant manifold reduction to the 0(2) symmetric 
dispersionless equation (3.34), the solution is expanded using
oo
0 ( { , r ) =  E  i U r V mi (3.37)
m =  — oo
where z0 = 0 and z_m = — zm. This gives the mode coupling equations
oo
zm = (m2 -  am 4 -  v)zm + m ^  zkzm. k.
k= — oo
(3.38)
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The m2 term in the linear eigenvalue
Am = (m2 — a m 4 — v) (3.39)
represents the destabilising effect of electron collisions, while the other terms are 
stabilising. The two parameters, a and tq measure the strength of Landau damp­
ing and ion collisions respectively, relative to the destabilising electron collision 
term.
Choosing the m = 1 and 2 modes as master modes, and iterating equation 
(3.23) once, gives the quadratic slaving
h(32) = f - ——^ ----—) ziz2 = c3ziz2,
VAj ~h A2 — A3/ (3.40)
- (arb;) <»>’ -
with all other modes zero to this order. Note that there is no nonlinear driving 
of a y-independent m = 0 mode in this case. Substituting these into equation 
(3.38) gives the evolution equations on the invariant manifold to third order as
Z \  — A\ Z \  — 2, Z \ Z 2 — 2 C3 1 21
z 2 =  \ 2z 2 +  2(2T!)2 -  4c3Z2|z i |2 -  4C4Z2\z2\2.
(3.41)
When a  = 0.2 and v — 0.8, the m = 1 and 2 modes are simultaneously 
marginally stable, and the m  > 3 modes are strongly damped. In this situation, 
equation (3.41) describes the four dimensional (two complex dimensional) centre 
manifold. Exactly at criticality \ i  and X2 are identically zero, however, in order 
to consider perturbations about the critical point, both Aj and A2 are retained 
as small perturbation parameters of the suspended system. The condition on the 
master modes is thus relaxed from precise marginal stability, to near marginal 
stability.
Equations of the above form have been thoroughly studied by Armbruster, 
Guckenheimer and Holmes [41]. Scaling the quadratic coefficients to unity puts 
equation (3.41) into the same form as used by Armbruster et a i ,
Z\ — 2 1 Z2 +  zi(Xi  +  ei21 -^ 2 12)
z 2 =  ~ { z \ ) 2 z2 [X2 c2\ \ z \ \ 2 -\- e22 \z2\2)
(3.42)
where
(3.43)
e22 =  - c 4 .
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Transforming to polar coordinates, zx = rxexd' , the equations become
r\ = rxr2 cos p  + r^Ax + e12r2)
r2 = - r j  cos v? -f r2(A2 + e21rj + e22r\)
p  = — ( 2r2 ---- - j sin
V r2/
where p = 2#x — 02. The individual phase equations are
(3.44)
01 = —r2 sin p
Ö2 = r ? •— sin^>.
r2
(3.45)
A straightforward bifurcation analysis describes the stationary and simple 
dynamical states available to this system, while the more complicated dynamical 
behaviour has been studied by Armbruster et al. A summary of this behaviour 
follows, and the reader is referred to reference [41] for full details of the calcu­
lations. The trivial solution is the only stable solution of (3.42) when \ x and 
A2 are both less than zero. As Xx crosses zero with A2 < 0, a mixed mode (rx 
and r2 both ^  0) with p = 7r bifurcates, which itself becomes unstable and a 
branch of travelling waves bifurcates. The travelling waves are limit cycles of the 
untransformed system (3.42), and have 2r |  = r\ and 2px = p 2, where the phase 
difference p remains constant but the individual phases, 9\ and 02, change lin­
early with time. When A2 is positive, an m = 2 pure mode exists (rx = 0, r2 0). 
This mode is stable only for a small region where \ x < 0 and no mixed modes 
exist. The pure mode loses its stability to a second branch of mixed modes with 
p = 0, which bifurcates from the trivial solution when A2 > 0 and Ai decreases 
below zero. Other states of the system are standing waves, which are limit cycles 
of the system (3.44) with p  = 0 or 7r and Hopf bifurcate from the p — 0 mixed 
mode branch, and modulated travelling waves, which are limit cycles of (3.44) 
with p ^  0 or 7T, and Hopf bifurcate from the travelling wave branch. Both these 
branches vanish in a heteroclinic loop bifurcation, which connects diametrically 
opposite points on the circle of pure modes \z2\2 = — A2/e22. In a heteroclinic 
loop, the unstable manifold of one solution leads to the stable manifold of the 
other, and vice versa [33].
For the centre manifold parameters a  = 0.2 and u = 0.8, the coefficients in 
equations (3.42) have the values
ei2 = -0.375
e2i = -0.75
e22 = - 0.111
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PM mm*
MTWHopf
MTWH
- 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 4
- 0 . 1
- 0 . 2
SWH (approximate)
SWHopf
Figure 3.1: The bifurcation set for the trapped-ion mode centre manifold a  = 0.2, 
v = 0.8. See the caption for figure 3.2 for a list of symbols.
a  =  0.21, v = 0.7 P II 0 to II 0 bo a  =  0.19, n — 0.9
m  = 1 0.09 0 .0 0 -0 .0 9
m  =  2 -0 .06 0 .0 0 0.06
m  =  3 -8 .71 - 8 .0 0 -7 .2 9
m =  4 -38.46 -36 .00 -33 .54
m =  5 -106.95 - 1 0 0 .8 -94 .65
Table 3.1: Growth rates of the first five modes for the three different pairs of parameter 
values discussed in § 3.3.1
A direct application of the results of Arm bruster et al. enables the determ ination 
of the bifurcation set for equation (3.42), valid in the limit of small \ \  and A2. 
This is shown in figure 3.1. The curve describing the standing wave heteroclinic 
bifurcation was determined numerically. Figure 3.2 shows the bifurcations along 
a closed curve in the 7 1 -72  plane, encircling the origin, in a clockwise direction.
When the param eters are varied so tha t the system is no longer marginally 
stable, the invariant manifold reduction may be applied to obtain a reduced 
description of the dynamics. Table 3.1 shows the growth rates of the first five 
modes for three pairs of param eter values, one with an unstable m =  1 mode 
only, one the marginally stable case considered above, and one with an unstable 
m  — 2 mode only. The coefficients for the invariant manifold reduced equations 
(3.42) in the non-marginal cases are given in table 3.2.
Figure 3.3a shows the evolution of the mode amplitudes 77 and r 2 for the
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• bifurcation point
.I - stable solution
---- unstable solution
s m r n m t t stable heteroclinic cycle
MTWH
MTWHopf SWHopf
Figure 3.2: Bifurcations along a closed curve, encircling the origin of figure 3.1, in a 
clockwise direction. The abbreviations used are: MMe - mixed mode with <f> = 9, 
TW q - travelling wave with <t> = 0, PM - pure m = 2 mode, MTWH and MTWHopf - 
modulated travelling waves arising through heteroclinic and Hopf bifurcations respec­
tively, and SWH and SWHopf - standing waves arising through heteroclinic and Hopf 
bifurcations respectively. The horizontal line at the bottom of the diagram is the trivial 
solution (TS).
P II o to
 
1—1 II o a  =  0.19, v = 0.9
1^2 -0 .343 -0 .413
2^1 -0 .686 -0.826
e22 -0.104 -0.119
Table 3.2: Invariant manifold coefficients for the two non-marginal pairs of parameter 
values discussed in §3.3.1
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m = 1 unstable case. It may be seen that in this case the system originally 
tended towards the unstable 9 = ir mixed mode, but after a short period the 
amplitudes again increased until the system settled on a new, and this time 
stable, constant amplitude state. Figures 3.3b and c show that this stable state 
is in fact the constant amplitude travelling wave.
For the m = 2 unstable case, as shown in figure 3.4, the behaviour is quite 
different. The m = 2 mode dominates the early evolution as expected, and the 
system lands on the m = 2 pure mode state. However, this state is not stable, 
but the heteroclinic cycle is, and so the system may be seen to oscillate between 
two unstable, but heteroclinically connected m = 2 pure modes. The m = 1 
amplitude is seen to rise and fall sharply during the period of transition between 
the two pure mode states. That the two pure modes occur at diametrically 
opposite points on the circle of pure modes is clear from figure 3.4c.
The two examples of the invariant manifold reduction above consider points 
in the parameter space still quite near to marginal stability. The further a sys­
tem is from marginal stability, the more likely it is that more master modes or 
higher order terms will be needed in the construction of the invariant manifold. 
These possibilities are examined, in the context of the tearing modes, in the next 
chapter.
3.3.2 Dispersive Limit
Substituting the expansion (3.37) into the dispersive equation (3.36) gives the 
mode coupling equations
oo
Zm = (rn2 -  am 4 -  u + i6m3)zm + m ^  zkzm_k. (3.47)
k=  — oo
A solution using a mode-truncation scheme, including the first five m modes, 
has been obtained for these equations in the limit of v = 0 by Alfaro et al. [42]. 
Since dispersion does not affect the real part of the eigenvalue, a centre manifold 
may be constructed with the same parameter values as in the dispersionless limit. 
The extra parameter, 6, controls the degree of dispersion, and has a significant 
influence on the saturation for 8 ~  a? and larger [31]. The evolution equations 
on the centre manifold will be of the same form as equation (3.41), but the 
coefficients A1i2 and C3 t4 will be complex. This is because the dispersion breaks 
the Z2 (reflection) symmetry component of the original 0(2) symmetry, leaving 
only a residual 50(2) symmetry intact.
The 50(2) equations for an m = 1 and 2 master mode centre manifold are 
far more difficult to analyse than in the 0(2) case, and no complete unfolding 
has been performed. Various authors have, however, considered aspects of the 
solutions when there is a Z2 symmetry breaking perturbation [43-45]. In chapter 
5, the simplest nonlinear behaviour in the 50(2) limit is examined using a single 
master mode (two-dimensional) invariant manifold. For the nonlinear drift waves
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Figure 3.3: Solution on the four dimensional invariant manifold at a = 0.21, v = 0.7, 
with growth rates 71 = 0.09, 72 = -0.06. The mode amplitudes are plotted in (a), while 
(b) and (c) show the individual components showing that the final constant amplitude 
state is in fact a travelling wave.
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- 0 . 2
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Figure 3.4: Solution on the four dimensional invariant manifold at a = 0.19, v = 0.9 
with growth rates 71 = —0.09, 72 = 0.06. The mode amplitudes are again plotted 
in (a), (b) shows the individual components of the m — 1 mode, and (c) shows the 
components of the m — 2 mode. In (c), £2 and 2/2 are seen to be almost identical, and 
oscillating back and forth between two diametrically opposite solutions on the circle of 
pure m — 2 modes, in a heteroclinic loop.
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studied in chapter 6, situations where larger m modes are the natural masters, 
with slaves of both smaller and larger m, arise. The reduced nonlinear equations 
in some of these situations are far simpler than in the m = 1 and 2 master mode 
case, and complete descriptions may be obtained.
The next chapter is the most important chapter of this thesis, and presents 
a quasi-quantitative comparison of the invariant manifold reduction with a full 
nonlinear simulation [46] of tearing modes in a visco-resistive plasma slab.
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CHAPTER 4
Application to Nonlinear Tearing 
Mode Bifurcations
A bifurcation theory approach to the study of nonlinear tearing modes has 
been employed in the past by Saramito and Maschke [47], who described the sim­
ple bifurcation to a nonlinearly saturated stationary state  when the equilibrium 
loses stability. Specifically, they showed there exists a supercritical bifurcation to 
a stationary tearing state when the Lundquist (or magnetic Reynolds) number 
exceeds a critical value. Parker, Dewar and Johnson [46] and Grauer [48] ex­
amined the more complicated problem of nonlinear mode com petition using the 
visco-resistive MHD equations. Grauer considered the interaction of two near 
marginal modes, with wavenumbers m = 1 and 2 respectively, and employed the 
centre manifold reduction to obtain a system of four coupled equations describing 
the evolution of the (complex) amplitudes of the two marginal, driving modes. 
The simple periodic slab model employed in these studies has an 0 (2 ) symme­
try, i.e. it is equivariant under the actions of the group of planar rotations and 
reflections, and therefore the mode competition results of Dangelmayr [49], and 
Arm bruster, Guckenheimer and Holmes [41] for systems with 0 (2 ) sym m etry 
may be applied to describe the nonlinear, bifurcated states available.
Parker et al. [46] solved the full visco-resistive MHD equations numerically 
and described the bifurcations between the nonlinear states using the periodic­
ity length as the bifurcation param eter. Parker and Dewar [50] and Parker [51] 
provide a more detailed discussion of the simulation results. Since they con­
sidered a system away from marginal stability, the centre manifold reduction 
cannot be applied to the problem for their particular param eters. In this chap­
ter the invariant manifold reduction, which, as shown in chapter 3, provides a 
reduced description of the dynamics away from marginal stability, is applied to 
their model for the same parameters as employed in their simulations, and the 
results of the two methods may then be compared both qualitatively and quan­
titatively. A similar study was carried out by Arm bruster, Guckenheimer and 
Holmes [52], who used an invariant manifold reduction to study the nonlinear 
behaviour of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. They found the results com-
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pared very favourably with existing simulation results.
By isolating the dominant, driving modes from an infinite, coupled system, 
the invariant manifold reduction provides a simple tool for understanding the 
underlying mode competition processes. The invariant manifold reduction may 
also be viewed as an extension to the standard Galerkin modal approximation [8].
In §4.1, the mode coupling equations for this problem are derived and the equi­
librium configuration employed both here and by Parker et dl. is introduced. At 
the end of §4.1, those aspects of the evolution found in Parker et aVs simulations 
which will be directly compared with the invariant manifold results are outlined. 
Section 4.2 describes the linear spectrum, and the later sections describe various 
applications of the invariant manifold reduction to this problem.
4.1 Derivation of the Mode Coupling Equations
Assuming a slab plasma, uniform in 2, bounded in x and periodic in ?/, the 
velocity field is represented by the stream function <j> as
v = z x V<£(x,y), (4.1)
and the magnetic field is represented by the flux function xp as
B = Bo + z x Vxp(x, y), (4.2)
where B0 = z x  Vxp0(x) = xp'0(x)y is the equilibrium magnetic field. The resis­
tivity 77 is a function of x only, and the viscosity v is assumed constant.
The resulting equations for the scalar functions <f> and xp are
av v  = K(3,vV) -  i’oidv'l’) + "VV + (&VVXV) -  (dyv ^ ) ( d x<t>)
-  (dXV 2^ )(dyi>) +  (■dyV2tl>)(dXll>)
dtil> = + fo(dy<t>) -  (dx<t>)(dyij>) + (dy$)(dx\!>)
(4.3)
where dt = d/dt  etc., and with boundary conditions (j> and xp periodic in y over a 
length Lp, and ip(±xw) = (p(±xw) = \ /2cp(±xw) = 0 where ± x w gives the position 
of the perfectly conducting and smooth walls at the x boundaries.
These equations may be written in the form
( 4 ' 4 )
/ .V4  ^ d y V 2-  ^ d y
V 'l’od« r ,V 2
where
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is the linear operator, and 
contains all the nonlinear terms.
V X V (V V ) -  V(f> X V (V 2<?i>) \  
x V</> )
4.1.1 The Linear Problem
Considering the linear terms only, equation (4.4) reduces to
The y dependence may be separated out by expanding the solutions using a 
complex Fourier series in y. Specifically, the solutions may be expanded as
(4.5)
=  Ü zm M $ m ( * ) e xp
m =  —oo n = 0
oo oo
J2 J2zmW^ l ( x ) e x p ( i Kmy)
(4.6)
m =  —oo n = 0
where and 4>^(x) are the linear eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 7^ , satis­
fying the system of ordinary differential equations
(4.7)/ " K  ~ ( * i \
k JLmV-; vvi  /U J
with V£ =  d 2x  -  n2m, Km  =  2 m n /L p and <9,z" =  7 T hat is, <J>^  (similarly 
is the nth  linear eigenfunction with mode number m, and hence with an 
m  island structure, and has linear growth rate 7^ . This will be referred to as 
the n th  order eigenfunction with mode number m. Since the operator Lm is 
real, the solutions to (4.7) are either real or in conjugate pairs. Furthermore, the 
negative m  modes are related to the positive m  modes according to 7 ”m =  7” , 
4>”m =  — 4>^, T and z™m = 2^ , where 2 indicates the complex conjugate
of 2, thus ensuring (j) and 0 , as defined by (4.6), are purely real.
When m = 0 the equations decouple, and the <f>g and tyg modes independently 
satisfy
dx4
and
V(XY dx2
— -v" 0
' 7o dx2
(4.8)
; n
r  =  To ^o- (4.9)
These modes have been indexed in the same way as the m / 0  modes, but for any 
given n only one of 4>g and wbl be non-zero. Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are 
also self adjoint and therefore have purely real eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. 
This means tha t 2g is either purely real, corresponding to a 'I'g mode, or purely 
imaginary, corresponding to a 4>g mode.
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4.1.2 The Nonlinear Problem
Substituting the expansions (4.6) into the equation (4.4) gives
00 /V 2$ n \  00 /Y 2$ n \  00 00 /N A
(4.10)
n = 0  \  m
where
N i =
To remove the z-dependence of these equations, and reduce them to a system of 
mode coupling equations, the orthogonality of the linear and adjoint linear eigen­
functions is employed. Equation (4.7) defines a generalised eigenvalue problem
with adjoint
i / b  p = ppmB mbpmm m  "  m 1,1 m
(4.11)
(4.12)
where is the adjoint linear operator, and
V 2 0
B Tn =
0 1
Defining an inner product between the two vectors a = and b <f>'tj) J ~ l xj)1-
« a , b »  = < <j>, (f)1 > + < >
= J((fxf)1 'ip*l’±)dx,
(4.13)
” " 00 xj)
the adjoint operator satisfies
<  a" , t i K  >  = «  Lma",b> >771 m ’ m (4.14)
Using equations (4.11) and (4.12), equation (4.14) gives the relation
(X  -  X )  <  a" , BmK  >  = 0. (4.15)
Indexing the eigenfunctions so that = /ij  ^ gives the orthogonality and nor­
malisation condition
<  $ n l  V 2 $ p  >  +  <  v i / n J -  U / p  >  =  S^ 5 v r n * m  ^  ^  ^  m 7 ^  m  ^  v (4.16)
where Snp is the Kronecker delta.
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The particular choice of inner product, e.g. equation (4.13), only affects the 
form of the adjoint linear operator and its eigenfunctions. The conjugacy of the 
eigenvalues and orthogonality of their respective eigenvectors is independent of 
this choice, indicating that the dynamical system is invariant with respect to the 
choice of inner product. The inner product employed here is the same as that 
used by Grauer [48].
Solving (4.14) gives the adjoint linear operator
L i =
*/V4
« m «  -  V’ Vi) -  M 2r/>Zdx +
Note that the adjoint operator to L is given by
«ml/’ö \
K v ) '
(4.17)
/  vV 4 \
V -  2t/>Q dydx-  i>,‘0dV2V ) (4.18)
which reduces to L^; upon substitution of an ansatz similar to equation (4.6). 
When m = 0, the adjoint eigenfunctions are
(4.19)
and
\Ln± —
r)(x) ^  (4'20)
Taking the dot product of equation (4.10) and the adjoint eigenfunctions, and 
using (4.16) gives the equations describing the nonlinear evolution of the modes
Zm = 7 ^ 4 +  J 2  E  a m k 4 Z m - l
k =  — oo n ,p = 0
(4.21)
where the coupling coefficients are given by
X  xjj
' W
-  -  * ..-**{ 9 i _ k)
X  X D
dx.
(4.22)
When m = 0, the highest order term in the sum on the right hand side of equation 
(4.21), i.e. n — p = 0, is purely real. Thus the nonlinear driving of the 3>0 modes 
is a higher order effect than the nonlinear driving of the 4/0 modes.
The equilibrium state (following Parker et al.) is defined by
*l>o{x) =  ln I
cosh x
\cosh xx (4.23)
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which implies
B 0 =  i/>o(x)y = tanh(x )y (4 .24)
and resistivity profile
(4 .25)
A uniform external electric field
E eTt =  --Z =  — Z,
S S  ’
(4 .26)
is applied in order to balance the equilibrium diffusion. Here S  =  tr / ta ^  1 is 
the Lundquist number, tr being the resistive diffusion tim e and ta is the Alfven 
time. The physical param eters relevant to this problem are then 5, Lp and u. The 
param eter x w will be treated as fixed. It may also be easily seen from equation 
(4.3) that with equilibrium profiles of this form, and will be of opposite 
parity.
It is useful to know the local dependence of the linear growth rate on the 
param eters, so the linear operator is expanded in a Taylor series about any specific 
param eter values using
where A represents the param eters, and the subscript c indicates evaluation at 
the specifically chosen values. The variation with respect to the param eters then 
appears as a correction to the linear growth rate, and equation (4.21) becomes
(4 .27)
oo oo
oo oo
where
<^m = U L  { L p  -  L p c )  +  K  (S  -  Sc) + <  {v -  I/C) ,  (4.29)
the coefficients being given by
(4 .30)
X  xjj
X  xjj
I m  m m
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Now that the basic model and equations have been presented, an outline of 
the results of the simulations by Parker et al. [46] is valuable. Particular attention 
will be paid to those aspects which will be directly compared with the evolution 
on the invariant manifold.
In their simulations, the bifurcation parameter Lp is varied from the point 
at which the equilibrium initially becomes unstable, to about eight times this 
length. When Lp is increased beyond the point of initial instability, the m = 1 
mode is linearly unstable and an m =  1 dominated, nonlinearly stable mixed 
mode bifurcates. The growth of this mode consists of an initial exponential 
growth during the linear phase, which slows down to algebraic growth as the 
nonlinear terms become important. Next is a short period of relaxation, where 
the amplitude decreases until saturation. As the periodicity length is increased 
further, the amplitude of the m = 1 component of this mixed mode continues to 
rise until a preferred periodicity length, Lpref, is reached, after which the m = 1 
amplitude begins to fall. The m = 2 component continues to increase however, 
and by the time the mixed mode loses stability to a travelling wave state, it is only 
a factor of two or so smaller than the m = 1 component. The travelling wave is a 
predominantly m = 1 state which moves across the plasma with constant phase 
velocity. Prior to this bifurcation though, there is an unstable m = 2 state, which 
bifurcates from the equilibrium at the point at which the periodicity length is 
exactly double that of the point of initial instability. That this mode is unstable 
means the two islands it produces will coalesce to form the stable mixed mode 
state mentioned above. As Lp is increased even further, the behaviour becomes 
less clear. There exists a bifurcation to a stable modulated stationary wave which 
is characterised by a sudden rise in the amplitudes of the even m components, 
and a drop in the amplitudes of the odd m components. This solution has a 
predominately m = 2 character, with the small, but increasing with Tp, m =l 
component providing the modulation. The exact nature of the bifurcation to 
this state is not well understood.
4.2 The Linear Spectrum
The linear eigenvalue problem (4.7) was solved using the method of Davies [53] 
to find the complex zeroes of a matching matrix. Specifically, equation (4.7) was 
reduced to six coupled first order equations, which may be written
dxv = M(x, tcm, 7)v (4.31)
where A/(x,/cm,7) is a 6 x 6 matrix. The boundaries were taken to be either 
x = i iu , ,  or x = 0 and x = xw, the second choice of boundary being used when 
it was necessary to find the odd and even eigenfunctions separately. Writing 
Vj (:e), v 2(x ) and V3(:r) for the fundamental solutions which satisfy the boundary 
conditions at one boundary, and v4(:r), v5(z) and v6(:r) for those which satisfy
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the boundary conditions at the other boundary, the eigenvalues are the zeroes of 
the determ inant
/(«m , 7) =  K ( z 0)| (4.32)
where x 0 is the interm ediate point at which the solutions are matched. The 
determ inant /(/cm, 7) is treated as a function in the complex 7-plane. The eigen­
vectors were then obtained using a simple shooting method, which also served as 
an independent check of the eigenvalues.
Figure 4.1 shows the spectrum for the m =  1 and m  — 2 modes with Lp =  20, 
v — 0.01 and S  = 200. The eigenvalues occur as either complex conjugate pairs, 
or are purely real, with the solutions along the real axis occurring either alone, or 
in very close pairs. For small m, the lowest order mode in the spectrum , i.e. the 
mode indexed by n =  0 in the ansatz (4.6), is easily driven unstable and describes 
a standard tearing mode. That an unstable tearing mode (under these conditions) 
must be purely growing was shown by Furth et al. [9]. The n =  0 mode for each 
m  shall be referred to as the leading mode for tha t particular m throughout 
this chapter. The very close eigenvalue pairs have eigenfunctions of opposite 
parities, and by searching for the odd and even modes independently may be 
easily resolved. These modes are edge modes, with very small am plitude in the 
centre of the plasma, and are therefore quite insensitive to the central boundary 
condition. As these modes become more stable, the region of oscillation extends 
towards the centre of the plasma and they lose their insensitivity to the central 
boundary condition. The eigenvalues of the odd and even modes will therefore 
depend more on the central boundary condition, and the pairs will separate. 
Increasing the resistivity or the viscosity makes the region around the rational 
surface more im portant in the solution, and therefore also acts to separate these 
pairs. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show six eigenfunctions with zero real frequency for 
Lp =  15, S  = 200, v =  0.01 and m  =  1. Figure 4.2a is a standard tearing mode. 
Figures 4.2b and c show the least damped ‘pair’ of opposite parity eigenfunctions, 
with growth rates 7 = —0.4010 and 7 =  —0.4016. Figures 4.3a and b show the 
next pair, with growth rates, 7 =  —0.8287 and 7 =  —0.8403, slightly further 
apart. The increased central am plitude is clearly visible. A more stable mode is 
shown in figure 4.3c, oscillating quite strongly over the whole plasma. Figure 4.4 
shows three eigenfunctions for L p = 20, S = 200, v — 0.001 and m  — 3. Figure 
4.4a shows a centrally localised mode, while figures 4.4b and c show an even more 
extreme case of the very close pairs illustrated in the previous two figures. In 
this case the central amplitude is very small, and the eigenvalues are the same 
up to the sixth decimal place, 7 =  —0.1851474 and 7 = —0.1851471.
The complex modes occur in two main branches, the upper branch with a 
generally decreasing real frequency as the modes become more stable, while the 
second branch lies on a closed loop in the 7-plane, and occurs for slightly more 
stable modes. For larger m, all the modes become more stable and the range of 
real frequencies increases. The limiting real frequency, i.e. the frequency of the
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of the m = 1 and m = 2 modes for Lv = 20, 5 = 200 and 
v — 0.01. The conjugates of the complex eigenvalues are not shown.
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Figure 4.2: Three eigenfunctions for Lp = 15, S = 200, v — 0.01 and m = 1: (a) is 
a standard tearing mode; (b) and (c) illustrate the very close pairs of opposite parity 
that occur on the real axis. Note that the scaling of the mode amplitudes is arbitrary. 
The solid line indicates the solution, and the dashed line indicates 4>•
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Figure 4.3: Three more damped eigenfunctions for Lp = 15, S = 200, v = 0.01 
and m = 1: (a) and (b) illustrate the separation of the very close pairs as damping 
increases; (c) shows a mode oscillating over the whole plasma. The solid line indicates 
the 0  solution, and the dashed line indicates 0.
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Figure 4.4: Three damped eigenfunctions for Lp = 20, S = 200, v — 0.001 and m — 3: 
(a) shows a centrally localised mode, while (b) and (c) illustrate an extreme case of 
the very close pairs of eigenfunctions. The solid line indicates the ip solution, and the 
dashed line indicates (p.
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least stable complex mode, may be better understood by considering the ideal 
linear spectrum. Taking equation (4.5), ignoring resistivity and viscosity, and 
using equation (4.23) gives the ideal continuum as
— iKm tanh(xu;) < Am < iKm tanh(xiy), (4.33)
the boundaries corresponding closely with the value of the limiting real frequency 
of the fully resistive problem. Note the proportionality with m, as seen in figure 
4.1.
The spectrum of stable tearing modes in a resistive plasma slab has been stud­
ied by Riedel [30], using the WKBJ approximation [54,55], based on the method 
for resistive Alfven waves by Dewar and Davies [56] and Pao and Kerner [57]. Ba­
sically, this consists of approximating the functions 3>(:r), $(x)  in equation (4.6) 
by A e ^ x\  where ip\x ) and w are formally large, r) and v are small, and A is a 
slowly varying amplitude. Applying this approximation to equation (4.7) gives
(i'ip'(x)2 + iLo)p'(x)2 iKmip'0(p'(x)2 \  (  <f>
=  0 .
V I K m l p 0 W  ( X ) 2 + )  V
Writing KmipQ = H(x),  the solvability condition is
(x )2 urjip (a:)4 + icj(r} -f v)<p (x )2 — u)2 + H(xr)2j = 0,
(4.34)
(4.35)
in agreement with Riedel.
The nature of the curves along which the discrete Alfven spectra occur, and 
the corresponding eigenfunctions, are determined by the geometry of the anti- 
Stokes lines, i.e. the lines along which <p{x) has a constant real part, and the 
position of the reflexion points, which are either zeroes of c^> (z), called turning 
points, or boundary points. The turning points occur for
H(x) = ±co. (4.36)
From equation (4.23), H(x)  is given by /cmtanh(x) and the turning points are
x t = ± ta n h -1 ( — 'j . (4-37)
Since the eigenfunction is oscillating along an anti-Stokes line, if such a line may 
be found which joins two reflexion points, a mode with eigenfunction oscillating 
in that region may be found. The eigenvalue is determined by requiring an 
integral number of nodes between the reflexion points, and taking into account 
any phase changes at the reflexion points. For profiles with one rational surface 
and monotonic H(x),  as are employed here, the eigenfunctions occur as one of 
three types: edge modes, which oscillate on an anti-Stokes line which joins a 
turning point with the boundary; central modes, where the anti-Stokes line joins
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two turning points and the eigenfunction is oscillatory in the central region of 
the plasma; and global modes, which oscillate over the whole plasma.
By employing the arguments used by Riedel, the nature of the eigenfunctions 
along a particular branch of eigenvalues may be determined just by considering 
the geometry of the anti-Stokes lines. Considering the spectrum shown in fig­
ure 4.1, it can be seen that the eigenvalues along the upper branch of complex 
modes correspond to edge-modes. As the modes become more stable, the oscilla­
tions persist over wider regions of the plasma, and indeed the very stable modes 
oscillate over the entire plasma cross section. The modes along the negative real 
axis are also, in general, edge modes, becoming more global as the damping in­
creases. There is a possibility however, of centrally localised modes on this axis, 
which are more weakly damped than the edge modes. One such mode is shown 
in figure 4.4a. When modes such as these did arise, their contribution to the 
coupling coefficients was calculated, and found to be negligible.
These facts may be employed in the simplification of equation (4.21). Since 
the higher order modes are all linearly damped while the leading modes are either 
linearly growing or more weakly damped, by the time the system has progressed 
into its nonlinear stage of evolution, any initial excitation of these modes will 
have decayed substantially away. For any of the higher order modes to dominate 
nonlinearly, the system would have to be in a very strongly nonlinear state, and 
the invariant manifold reduction would not be a practical approach in such a 
situation. Furthermore, since the frequency of the least damped complex modes 
is significantly larger than their growth rates, and hence the characteristic rate 
of the harmonic generation, the coupling between these modes and the leading 
mode is inhibited. Therefore the leading modes may be assumed to dominate 
the nonlinear interactions and the higher order modes may be ignored. Modes 
which are localised at the rational surface may be more important in resolving 
the current sheet, but the WKBJ analysis of Riedel shows that these modes exist 
on branches which join the origin in the complex gamma plane. The typical 
spectrum has the same form as in figure 4.1, showing that for our case there are 
no such complex modes with relatively little damping, and the centrally localised 
modes with purely real growth rate are easily calculated and were found to have 
only a very small effect. The least damped complex modes are edge modes, and 
thus localised away from the rational surface. Ignoring the higher order modes 
corresponds to a Galerkin truncation, and is equivalent to assuming separability 
of the eigenfunction for each m, i.e.
OO
i/>(x,y,t)= (4.38)
m — — oo
and similarly for </>(x,y,t). Inclusion of these higher order strongly damped 
modes, and their subsequent slaving to the master modes, would lead to some ex­
tra dissipation in the system [58]. However, they will not change the form of the 
reduced equations as that is determined by the symmetry of the original partial
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Figure 4.5: Growth rates of the leading modes for m = 1 to 11, for the ranee of 
parameters studied by Parker et al.[46], The least damped complex eigenvalue with 
^  — 1 is indicated by the dashed line.
differential equations. They will appear only as corrections to the coefficients.
The invariant manifold reduction may then be applied to the reduced sys­
tem of equations. This results in two important numerical simplifications to the 
problem. Firstly, the complex eigenfunctions are very hard to match numerically 
since the determinant of the matching matrix is a extremely sensitive function 
of the eigenvalue. Therefore, even though the spectrum may be obtained rea­
sonably accurately, it does not follow that the eigenfunctions may be obtained 
as accurately, or even at all, using the same shooting routines. Even finding 
e spectrum is computationally expensive for the more stable modes with real 
growth rate, and any complex modes. Secondly, after having carried out the 
invariant manifold reduction, far fewer terms need to be calculated to determine 
the slaving. If strict quantitative accuracy is required these extra modes must be 
included, but the solution will only be accurate exactly at the particular point 
m parameter space. In order to obtain physical insight into the nature of the 
solutions, and the bifurcations available, this truncated picture is sufficient
The variation of the growth rates of the leading modes over the range of 
parameters in Parker et al.'ssimulation is shown in figure 4.5. It is seen that for 
L < 20 or so there is a significant gap between the first two growing modes and 
the m _  3 mode which is linearly stable. After this point however, the m =  3 
mode continues to destabilise and becomes unstable at Lp k  26. As L . increases 
urther, the m -  2 mode begins to dominate the m =  1 mode, and by the time
J ' “  mcr®“ ed bey°nd 52, the m =  3 mode is the most unstable, the first six 
modes are all unstable, and modes m =  2, 3 and 4 are all more unstable than the 
m 1 mode. This figure also shows the least-damped stable modes for m =  1
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only, illustrating clearly their substantial damping relative to the lowest order 
m = 1 mode, and indeed, over much of the range, relative to the other m modes 
too. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of the growth rate of the leading mode for 
m = 1 to 4 with S and v. Here the behaviour is far less complicated than in 
the previous case, with m = 1 and m = 2 dominating the other modes at all 
points illustrated. This fact makes it far easier to apply the invariant manifold 
reduction in these two cases for the parameter ranges shown.
Since equations (4.8) and (4.9) are self-adjoint, the spectrum for the m — 0 
modes is purely real. The growth rates of the modes scale as S'-1, while the 
growth rates of the $ 0 modes scale linearly with v. The solutions are independent 
of the periodicity length, depending only on S  and v as above, and on the wall 
position xw.
4.3 The Single Master Mode Invariant Manifold
Including the leading mode for each m only, equation (4.21) becomes
OO
Zm — Am Zm T )   ^ Ct.mk^ k^ m — k (4.39)
k— — oo
with
& m k
Vw~~ X  xjj
k k*& k d x ,
(4.40)
and Am is purely real. Also, for the case m = 0, z0 is purely real and therefore 
only the mode is present.
To construct the simplest invariant manifold, the z\ mode is taken as the only 
master mode. After one iteration, equation (3.23) gives the quadratic slaving as
(4.41)
with all other modes zero to this order. Substituting these expressions into 
equation (4.39) gives the evolution equations on the invariant manifold to third 
order
Z\ — A\Z\ -f + 0 ( 5) (4.42)
where
_  (Qoi +  Qo-i) (Qio + a ll) Q2i (fti-i T Q12)
2Ai — Aq 2 A j -  A2 (4.43)
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Figure 4.6: Growth rates of the leading modes for m = 1 to 4 as 5 is varied with 
Lp = 20 and v — 0.01 (a), and as v is varied with Lp = 20 and S = 200 (b).
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Clearly, A  < 0 is required for saturation. The first term in A  arises from the 
slaving of the m = 0 mode, and the second term from the slaving of the m = 2 
mode. If the non-leading modes for each m had been included, A  would contain 
a sum over each of these extra modes, but the extra modes contribute only 
relatively small corrections for the reasons mentioned in the previous section. 
The equation itself would have no extra terms and the corrections to A  would 
not alter the qualitative features of the solution.
There is however a freedom of normalisation in A  since the condition (4.16) 
only fixes the normalisation of the product of the direct and adjoint eigenfunc­
tions. Indeed, by scaling the adjoint and direct eigenfunctions differently, the 
coefficient A  can be made to have any value. This raises difficulties when con­
sidering the convergence of the equation in z, and so the next order terms must 
be calculated. Iterating again using equation (3.23), and writing
a 01 +  C*o-l
Co — 2 A j  —  A o
£*21
c2 — 2 A j  —  A 2
c*31 +  C*32
c3 — 3 Ax —  A 3
0 4 2C4 -
4 A x  -  A 4 ’
(4.44)
the slave modes, which now include terms up to 0 ( 4), are
/42) +
(qo2 4 - ct0 - 2 ) c 2 — 2 coA 
4Ai — Ao
(<*20 + (*22) 0002 ~ ^^ 2^4 
4 A1 — A2
w 4,
(*i)2N 2,
c2c3(^i)3,
(%ca(z i )a.
(4.45)
Substituting these expressions into equation (4.39), the equation defining the 
evolution on the invariant manifold is
Z\ — X\Z\ T Azj\zij2 -f- Bz\\z\\* -f 0(7) (4.46)
where A  is as before,
B =
(^22 — 2cq^ 4)(q 1q +  Q11) (do2 — 2c2.4)(<*i_ i -f <*12)
+ +  C 2 C 3 ( c*i _ 2  +  £*13)
(4.47)
4\\ — Aq 4Ai — A2
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and
do2 = (a2o + « 2 2) cqC2 (4 48)
d22 = (ao2 + «0 - 2 ) c2*
The first term in B describes the fourth order slaving of the m = 0 mode, the 
second term describes the fourth order slaving of the m = 2 mode, while the 
third term describes the contribution of the m = 3 slave. The m = 4 slave 
makes no direct contribution to this coefficient, but is nonetheless nonlinearly 
driven according to equation (4.45). By scaling the cubic coefficient to unity, and 
assuming A  < 0, the equations may be put in the form
i  = z( A — \z\2 + 6|^ r |4) (4.49)
where
b= J?
and the value of 6 is independent of the normalisation of the eigenfunctions. The 
subscripts have been dropped for clarity.
Making the substitution z = re*0, equation (4.49) separates into the two 
uncoupled equations
f = r( A — r 2 + br4) (4-51)
0 = 0. • (4.52)
Equation (4.51) has two stationary solutions, namely the trivial solution r = 0, 
and a nontrivial solution which exists only for A > 0, and saturates at
r 2
1 -  y/1 -  46A 
26
(4.53)
If B > 0 the nontrivial fixed point only exists for small positive values of A, so 
B < 0 is assumed, which implies that the state which bifurcates supercritically 
from the equilibrium as A increases above zero exists for all A > 0. The stability 
of the fixed point is determined from the sign of
—  = (A — 3r2 -f 56r4) 
dr
A for the trivial solution, (4.54)
( — 2rQ>/l — 46A for the nontrivial solution.
When the master mode is linearly stable (A < 0), the trivial solution is the only 
solution, but when the master mode is linearly unstable there exists a nontrivial 
nonlinearly stable state given by the fixed point r = r0. This situation may be 
represented by the bifurcation diagram shown in figure 4.7, the change in stability 
occurring at the point A = 0. That the trivial solution is the only stationary 
state prior to the bifurcation, and that at the marginal point a nonlinear solution
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stable nontrivial solution
unstable trivial solutionstable trivial solution
bifurcation point at X=0
Figure 4.7: Bifurcation diagram showing the supercritical bifurcation to a stationary 
saturated state at A = 0, calculated using the single master mode invariant manifold.
supercritically bifurcates from the trivial solution with a change in stability is in 
agreement with the theory of Saramito and Mashke [47].
In terms of the tearing mode problem, this means that the unstable m = 1 
mode transfers its energy to the linearly stable m = 0, 2, 3 and 4 modes until 
an energetically balanced, nonlinearly stable state is reached. This mechanism 
saturates the growth of the m = 1 tearing mode. Energy transfer involving modes 
of larger m is a higher order effect, and is ignored in this approach.
The cubic term in equation (4.51) may be removed by the nonlinear substi­
tution
s = r2 (4.55)
which gives the equation
s = 2As + 2 s3 +  e>(s4). (4.56)
This equation may be solved analytically, by multiplying both sides by 2s, sub­
stituting
s2(t) a2 ( m \
2 - x b \ i + m ) (4.57)
and solving the resulting first order linear equation for f(t).  The solution for r(t) 
is then given by
2 = -A + / \ 2 + 4As(Q
v ’ 2 (4.58)
where
s(t)2
A2 /  CeiXt \
2 -  Ab \1 + CeiXtj  '
C is a constant, and A > 0. Since r4/A —> 0 as A —* 0 the transformation (4.55) 
is non-singular.
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Figure 4.8: Growth to saturation of a linearly unstable tearing mode on the two di­
mensional invariant manifold.
A centre manifold may be constructed when 71 = 0 and j s < 0 for all other 
s. One place this occurs is at Lp = 8.697..., S  = 200, u = 0.01 and xw = 2.5. In 
this case, any increase in Lp drives the tearing mode linearly unstable while any 
decrease means only the trivial state is available to the system. Figure 4.8 shows 
the time evolution to saturation for a case with 7 > 0 .
The overshooting of the final state and subsequent relaxation present in the 
simulations was not observed with this simple model. Parker [51] states that the 
size of the overshoot depends on the size of Lp and xw, becoming larger as these 
two values increase. Increasing these is destabilising though, and the method 
described above only applies in slightly unstable regions.
4.4 Discussion of Previous Results on Saturation
The first analytic work on the nonlinear evolution of the tearing mode was by 
Rutherford [59], who considered the nonlinear growth of a constant-*/? magnetic 
island (see §2.1), which is very small compared to the system size. Using a 
boundary layer theory, he showed that when the magnetic island width exceeded 
the width of the tearing layer, the growth slowed from the exponential growth 
of the linear regime, to algebraic growth (island width increasing linearly with 
time).
This work was extended, using quasilinear theory, by White et ol. [60] to 
include saturation. They found that when the magnetic island has grown to the 
point where the island size is comparable to the shear length of the initial field, 
geometry dependent external forces balance the island growth, and saturation is 
achieved. The tearing takes place along the separatrix defining the boundary of
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Inner region Outer region
Separatrix
Figure 4.9: Diagram of a magnetic island. The regions inside and outside the magnetic 
island are indicated, as well as the separatrix, which is the boundary between them.
the magnetic island (see figure 4.9). The quantity A^m), analogous to the linear 
A , is defined according to
A {w) = W7) (?(rs + ~ S(r’ ~ w ,2 ) ) ’  (4'59)
where ra is the position of the rational surface and w is the island width. This 
quantity is then used to match the solutions inside and outside the island. The 
resulting equation for the evolution of a single helicity tearing mode in the non­
linear regime is then
—  = 1.667](ra) (A (w ) — aw'j
where a  depends on the resistivity profile.
The evolution to saturation shown in figure 4.8 does not display a Rutherford 
regime, but rather the mode saturates very quickly once the nonlinear effects 
become important. The mechanism for saturation is seen from equations (4.43) 
to be the coupling of the unstable m = 1 mode with the m = 2, 3 and 4 slaves, as 
well as the quasilinear coupling of the m = 1 mode with its conjugate producing 
an m = 0 perturbation. The y-independent m — 0 perturbation may be viewed 
as a perturbation of the equilibrium. The small S  values used here invalidate the 
boundary layer analysis used in the above two studies, and a direct relationship 
between the different approaches is not clear. Steinolfson and Van Hoven [61], and 
Malara [62] in numerical simulations both find growth slower than that predicted 
by Rutherford, using S values of 104 and 2000 respectively. The S  value of 200 
in figure 4.8 separates even further the evolution shown from that predicted by 
a boundary layer theory.
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4.5 The Two Master Mode Invariant Manifold
In this case, the Z\ and z2 modes are taken as master modes. This is the same 
as in the centre manifold work by Grauer [48], where these two modes were taken 
to be marginally stable at a critical point. After one iteration, the quadratic 
slaving is given by
/  f t p - i  +  f tp i  A
V 2 A j  — Ap /
N 2 +
f t p - 2  +  ftP2 A 
2 A 2  — Ap /
n 2
Cpl h i  | 2 +  Cq 2 I-2^ 212 ?
ft31 +  ft32  \
A, '• Ä 7  — J 2 ,2 2  =  C 32122
(4.61)
A<2) = ( w r h : ) (22)2 = C4(22)2-
Substituting these into (4.39), the evolution equations on the invariant manifold 
to third order are
Z\ — A jZ\ -f- A.Z\Z2 +  C z \ \ z \  | 2 -}- S z \  I^ 2 12 
Z2 =  A 2 Z2 +  B ( z \ ) 2 T  T ) z 2 \z \  | 2 +  fF Z 2 \ z ^ \
where
(4.62)
A  = ft i_i+fti2
B  =  ft21
C  =  cp i  ( f t n  - f  f t i p )
V  — C2 ( f t 2 - l  +  f t2 3 )  +  Cpi ( f t2 2  +  f t2 p )
£ = C3 (fti3 -f fti-2 ) + 0)2 (ftll + ftip)
T  = C4 (ft24 + ft2 —2 ) + 0)2 (ft22 + ft2p) •
As mentioned in §3.3.1, these equations have been thoroughly studied in the 
centre manifold limit by Armbruster, Guckenheimer and Holmes [41], and are 
of the same form as those found by Grauer using the centre manifold reduction. 
The coefficients A  and B are simply mode coupling coefficients from equation 
(4.39), and are identical to those found by Grauer. The difference in approach 
between this work and Grauer’s means that the form of the cubic coefficients, 
etj, is different in this case.
Scaling the quadratic coefficients to unity puts equation (4.62) into the same 
form as used by Armbruster et al,
ii — 2i 22 + zi(Ai -f e n h i |2 -f 2 1-^ 212)
^2 = — h i ) 2 + 22(A2 + e2i h i | 2 + 2^21^ 212)
(4.63)
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where
and A B  < 0 has been assumed. 
r,e ‘6,, the equations become
C
eii —
\AB\
s
ei2 =
A 2
V
e21 — \AB\
T
e22 =
A 2
(4.64)
By transforming to the polar coordinates Z{ =
h  =  r ^ c o s i p -\-rl (Xl en rl T eu rl)
r 2 - r \  cos cp +  r 2(A2 +  +  e^r*)
sin ip
where p  =  2Oi — 02. The individual phase equations are
(4.65)
01 = —r 2 sin p
<a
s.
K> II
r ? •— sin p.
r 2
(4.66)
The nature of the solutions of these equations, and the bifurcations available, 
have been discussed in §3.3.1. The nature of the linear spectrum  for the para­
m eter regime studied by Parker et al. means tha t only regions where \ \  > A2 
or Aj «  A2 are relevant, and therefore much of the more complicated behav­
iour is excluded. Nonetheless, param eter regimes may be constructed where any 
particular behaviour is available. Specifically, the solution on a centre manifold 
(Grauer [48], this paper §4.5.3) may easily be perturbed into any region on the 
Ai — A2 plane.
4.5.1 Bifurcation with Lp
The bifurcations with changing Lp are the most complicated and figure 4.5 
shows tha t this is also the case that is least suited to the invariant manifold 
reduction, but since it is the case studied in detail by Parker et al., it will be 
considered first. Once Lv has reached the mid-20’s, the m  =  3 mode has become 
linearly unstable, and the two master mode invariant manifold (4.65) cannot be 
used beyond this point with confidence. It may however give some insight into 
the nature of the solutions while 73 is still smaller than 7! and 72. Certainly once
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Lv 12 17.4 20
eii -1.23 -1.51 -1.72
1^2 -2.44 -14.4 -19.8
2^1 -132 -200 -236
e22 -4.70 x 10”“ -5.25 -7.98
Table 4.1: Cubic coefficients for the two master mode manifold.
L po 12 17.4 20
7i 0.00566 0.00777 0.00782
8.92x10”'' 7.22 xlO”5 -3.87 x IO”5
72 -0.0134 1.00 x IO”5 0.00302
u2 4.05 xlO”3 1.43x 10-3 9.00x10”“
73 -0.0399 -0.0151 -0.00873
U3 7.17X10”3 2.94xl0"3 2.05 xlO”3
74 -0.0696 -0.0332 -0.0236
U 4 1.06xl0-2 4.42x 10-3 3.17xl0”3
Table 4.2: Growth rates and parameter variation coefficients.
L p > 35 or so, the m = 3 mode dominates the m =  1 mode, and an m  = 1 and 
2 master mode scheme cannot be justified at all.
The obvious point at which to construct the two m aster mode invariant m an­
ifold is the point where 72 becomes positive, i.e. at Lp ~  17.4. Equation (4.30) 
may be used to determine the corrections to the coefficients as the param eters 
are varied about this point, and hence the nature of the solution in the vicinity 
of the chosen param eter values. To give a wider picture, the invariant manifolds 
about about Lp =  12 and 20 are also constructed. Values of Lp smaller than 
12 may be adequately handled by the single m aster mode manifold, while values 
larger than 20 are getting outside the region of validity of the m  = 1 and 2 master 
mode manifold.
The coefficients in equations (4.63) describing the evolution on the invariant 
manifold for Lp = 12, 17.4 and 20 are shown in table 4.1. The growth rates are 
given by
A, «  71- 4- UiALp (4-67)
where A L p =  L p — Lp0 is small, and the ut are defined in equation (4.30) and 
tabulated in table 4.2. Notice that increasing Lp is destabilising in all cases except 
for Lp =  20, m  =  1.
The two master mode invariant manifold describes the bifurcation from the 
trivial solution of a stable mixed m = 1, m. = 2 mode when Lp is increased to the
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point where the m = 1 mode becomes unstable. An m — 2 pure mode bifurcates 
from the trivial solution when 7 2  =  0, but is unstable. The fact tha t an m  =  2 
pure mode is a solution of the equations while an m =  1 pure mode is not may 
be understood by considering equations (4.63) in the context of the full system. 
The m  = 2 pure mode is really not a pure mode as the full solution contains 
m  =  0 and m = 4 slave mode components (4.61). In the case of the m  = 1 mode, 
the m  = 2 will always be present, either as a slave as in the case of the single 
m aster mode scheme, or as another m aster mode in this case. The bifurcation 
to the m =  2 pure mode occurs at Lp exactly double tha t when the m  = 1 mode 
becomes linearly unstable, and thus the m = 2 pure mode is actually the same 
solution, but now with two periods due to the larger box size. This m  = 2 mode 
is stable within the plane Z\ = 0, but for the param eters considered here it is 
always unstable to perturbations normal to this plane. If the system is in this 
state, either initially or transiently, the two islands will be seen to coalesce and 
form an m  =  1 dominated mixed mode state. When the mixed mode solution 
loses stability, a travelling wave branch bifurcates.
Considering the above points, it seems the 0(3)  two m aster mode invariant 
manifold gives quite a good qualitative description of the bifurcations seen in 
the L p < 30 portion of the simulations. The trivial solution goes unstable when
71 =  0 and a mixed mode bifurcates, which itself loses stability to a travelling 
wave. Also, an unstable m = 2 mode bifurcates from the trivial solution when
72 =  0. However, the saturation am plitude of the modes is not consistent with 
the results of the simulation. Figure 4.10 shows the evolution to saturation for 
Lp = 12, 15 and 20. As Lp increases, the saturated amplitudes agree less with 
the results of Parker et al., with the m  =  2 mode saturating much earlier, and 
at a much lower level relative to the m  =  1 mode. That is, as the instability 
increases, the reduced description becomes less accurate, as expected. Also, as L p 
is increased the saturation am plitude of the m =  1 mode increases. No L pref type 
behaviour is seen for the m =  1 mode. The m  =  2 mode saturated am plitude 
decreases with larger Lp, opposite to the results of the simulation. Furtherm ore, 
increasing Lp alone does not drive the mixed mode unstable, so, despite the fact 
tha t the model predicts tha t the mixed modes lose their stability to travelling 
waves, it is not able to accurately resolve the bifurcation to travelling waves as 
L p is increased. There do exist, however, nearby regions in the param eter space 
where the travelling wave bifurcation does occur.
There are two obvious ways to a ttem pt to improve the accuracy of the reduced 
description. One is to include more master modes, and the other is to include 
higher order slaving with the same master modes. The first approach is considered 
in §4.6, and the second approach is carried out below.
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Figure 4.10: Growth to saturation of the m = 1 and 2 modes for 5 = 200, v = 0.01 
and Lp = 12 (a), 15 (b) and 20 (c).
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Iterating equation (3.23) again gives the slaving to 0 (3 ) as
h(03) =  h%] A d Ql[(zi )2z 2 A ( z i ) 2z 2]
- f  d^\Z\(z2)2 +  c? 3 2 ( -2:i ) 3
= h[2)+ d 4l(Zl)2z2 (4.68)
h(3) =  csz^ ) 2 
h{6 ] =  Cß(z2)3
where c3 and c4 are defined in equations (4.61),
c5
Q>
C4(^51 +  Q54) 4~ C3(Q52 4~ Q53) 
Ai +  2A2 -  A5 
C4(Q6 2 4~ Q64)
3 A2 — Aß
and
, _  Qh(qu2 4- QU-i) +  C02Q21
2Aj 4- A2 — Ao
, _  c4(Qf34 ~f Q3- 1) ~  C3(a i2 4- # 1 -1  )
Ai 4- 2 A2 — A3
j  c3a 2i
d32 -
_  0 3(0 4^1 4- c*43) ~  2 c4a 2i 
41 "  2A! 4  A2 — A4 ‘
The evolution equations to 0 (4 ) are therefore
(4.69)
(4.70)
Z\ — \ \Z \  4  A z \ z2 A Cz\ \ z\ \ 2 4  £ z\ \ z2\2 4  Q z 2[ z \ )34  X z 2z \ \ z \\2-f fCz2Z\\z2\2
z 2 =  A222 4- &{z i )2A  7Az2|^i |24- fF z 2\z2\2 A T t ( z \ z 2)2 +  <J { z \ \ z \ \ ) 2 A C ( z \ \ z 2\)2
(4.71)
where A —T  are as before, and
Q — d32(ai3 +  0 1 - 2) +  doi(an  +  aio)
Tt = d31(a23 +  0'2—1) 4  do\(a22 4- c*2o)
T  =  d0i( a n  4  Ofio)
J  — d32 (q23 +  Q2- 1 )
)C = c3c4 (oq4 +  o^i_3) 4  d31 (a 3i 4- » 1- 2 )
C = d4i (a24 4- 0 2 - 2 ) 4- ^0 1 (0 2 2  +  q2o)-
Rescaling the quadratic terms in the same way as was done for the 0 (3 ) equations 
(4.62), equations (4.71) may be written
Z\ — d iz2(z-i)3 A  2 i (Ai 4  e n |^ i |2 4  e\2\z2\2) +  ^1^2 (1  4- <^11 1^ 1 12 4- d12|z2 |2) 
z2 = d2[z \z2)2 4  z2{ \ 2 A C2 i\z\\2 4- ^221-^ 2 12) — (2:i )2(1 — d2\\z\\2 — d22\z2\2)
(4.72)
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Lp 12 17.4 20
a\ 1216 -311.6 -542.6
«2 7497 4989 5258
dn 1259 46.29 62.90
di2 -562.9 83.00 -1550
2^1 -2304 -5185 -7296
d2 2 581.7 1905 3010
Table 4.3: Quartic coefficients for the two master mode manifold.
where the e,j are as before,
and
ai = 6
\A*B\
a2 =
H
\A 2B\
du  =
1
\A 2B\
d2i =
J
A B 2
d\2 =
K
A 3
d2 2 =
C
\A 2B\
The transform ation to polar coordinates gives
(4.73)
(4.74)
r l =  a ir J r2cos(^ > +  r,(A] +  en r\ +  e12r 2) +  r , r 2cos<^(l +  +
r2 =  a2r \r \  costp +  r 2(A2 + e21r 2 +  e22r 2) -  r2 c o s^ ( l -  d21r 2 -  d22r2)
r^ r2(2ai 4-02) —2r 2(l +  d n r j  — -(1  — ^ 21 r i — <^ 22^ 2)
r2
sin tp.
(4.75)
The values of the coefficients additional to the 0 (3 ) case for Lp =12, 17.4 and 
20 are given in table 4.3.
W ith the inclusion of these fourth order corrections, the amplitudes of the 
m  =  1 and 2 modes at saturation change in a m anner much more consistent with 
th a t seen by Parker et al. than in the third order case (figure 4.11), with the Lpref 
behaviour of the m = 1 mode clearly seen, and the m  =  2 component having no 
equivalent peak, but continuing to increase in amplitude. The £ pref behaviour is 
not as pronounced as in the simulations, and the preferred periodicity length is
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Figure 4.11: Saturated amplitudes of the m = 1 and 2 modes for different Lp. For 
reference, the symbols x and + indicate the saturation amplitudes of the m — 1 and 
2 components of the mixed mode solution observed by Parker et al. [46] in their simu­
lations, and the symbol A indicates the amplitude of the unstable m = 2 pure mode. 
The scaling employed in this study, which ensures the quadratic coefficients in the 
mode coupling equations are unity, is different to that employed in the simulations, 
and therefore the actual values cannot be compared directly. To overcome this prob­
lem to some extent, a scaling for the reduced description was chosen such that the 
amplitudes agreed at Lp — 17.4.
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Figure 4.12: Growth to saturation of the m = 1 and 2 modes when the fourth order 
terms are included in the invariant manifold. Note the slight overshoot in the evolution 
of the m = 1 mode.
slightly smaller. The saturation amplitude of both modes are now overestimated 
for smaller Lp, in contrast to the underestimation of the m = 2 mode in the 
(9(3) case. Both the m = 1 and m = 2 modes saturate at about the same time 
(compare figures 4.10 and 4.12). It is interesting to note that the Lpref behaviour, 
which appears to be a result of the linear theory, is not apparent in the nonlinear 
theory until these higher order terms are included. The amplitude of the unstable 
m = 2 pure mode solution is unchanged from the (9(3) case, terms of (9(5) being 
required to obtain the next order correction for this mode. Figure 4.12 shows the 
evolution to saturation of the m = 1 and 2 components for Lp = 20, S = 200 and 
v — 0.1. The exponential and algebraic growth phases are again seen, and also a 
small overshoot before saturation is now present, making the pattern of nonlinear 
growth consistent with that found by Parker et al. The overshoot however, is 
only present in some cases, and does not appear to be a general feature of the 
evolution. Other solutions are also introduced, but all stable solutions found in 
the 0(4)  case had parallels in the (9(3) case. The inability to resolve the travelling 
waves is still a problem however, and this gives a good indication of the limits 
of the two master mode scheme. At Lv ~  23.6, which is the point where the 
bifurcation to travelling waves takes place in the simulations, the growth rates 
of the first four modes are 71 ss 0.00757, 72 ~  0.00546, 73 % —0.00280 and 
74 ~  —0.01427. It can be seen that the m = 3 mode is verging on instability, so 
a good measure of the effectiveness of the two master mode manifold appears to 
be the instability of the m = 1 mode relative to the stability of the m = 3 mode. 
The role of the m = 4 mode is not so crucial since it couples with the m = 1 
mode only at fourth order (in the two master mode equations), and therefore its 
greater linear stability is not so well utilised in the nonlinear stabilisation of the
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m = 1 mode. The m = 2 master mode, on the other hand, couples with both the 
m — 3 and m = 4 slaves, and is generally less unstable than the m = 1 mode, so 
it also is not so crucial in determining the applicability of the two master mode 
invariant manifold reduction. When these conditions are not (approximately) 
satisfied, the two master mode invariant manifold reduction may still give an 
indication of the qualitative nature of the system, e.g. the general indication of 
a bifurcation to travelling waves from a mixed mode given by both the third 
and fourth order equations. When these conditions are satisfied, provided also 
that the truncation is at a high enough order, the results in figure 4.11 show 
that a significant degree of accuracy is available, even at this low order. Since 
the method may be arbitrarily extended, any desired degree of accuracy may 
theoretically be achieved. This is however at the cost of analytic tractability, and 
the mode coupling equations quickly become extremely complicated. Section 4.6 
studies the equations on a three master mode invariant manifold, attempting to 
determine if the travelling wave solution is reproduced for larger values of Lp.
In an attempt to gain some understanding of the qualitative behaviour at 
large Lp, while retaining only a two master mode system, the invariant manifold 
with the m = 2 and m = 3 modes as masters was constructed. The simulation 
results indicate that the m = 2 mode is dominant in this regime, while the m = 3 
mode has the largest linear growth rate, so these are the best two modes to choose 
for the driving modes. The other modes are assumed nonlinearly driven, despite 
their linear instability. The evolution on the invariant manifold is described by
h  = r2( \ 2 ~ r2 + e23rl)
f 3 = r3{ \3 + e32r] -  r\) (4-76)
02 =  03 =  0 ,
with modes m — 0, 1, 4, 5 and 6 as slaves. Calculating the coefficients for the 
case Lp = 52 gives e2 3  = 0.785 and e3 2 = —3.20.
The bifurcation diagram for this case is shown in figure 4.13. The system 
supports both m = 2 and m = 3 pure modes, which bifurcate from the trivial 
solution, and lose their stability to a mixed mode solution. This mixed mode 
exists only when both pure modes are simultaneously unstable, and is stable 
everywhere it exists. The growth rates for the m = 2 and 3 modes when Lp = 52 
are \ 2 = 0.00732 and A3 = 0.00776 respectively. The solution for these values 
of the growth rate is then a pure m = 2 mode. Small components of the slaved 
m = 0, 4 and 6 modes will also be present in the full solution. This is similar 
to what was seen by Parker et al. in the simulations. The modulation of the 
stationary wave by the m = 1 component is not recovered though, so this two 
master mode scheme gives at best a general qualitative indication of the behaviour 
in this regime. It is interesting to note that there is no m = 3 component in the 
solution, consistent with the small amplitudes of the odd m modes found in the 
simulations, even though this mode was included as a master mode. The reduced
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Figure 4.13: Bifurcation diagram for the m = 2, m = 3 master mode manifold.
description therefore reflects the nonlinear favouring of the even m  modes in the 
full system.
4.5.2 Bifurcation with 5 and v
As may be seen in figure 4.6, the invariant manifold reduction may be easily 
applied to these cases over the whole range shown. Figure 4.14 shows the satura­
tion am plitudes for the 0 = n mixed mode solution, as S  and v increase. Unlike 
in figure 4.11, the unstable m  — 2 pure mode is not shown in this case. The 
am plitude of the mixed mode state increases as S  decreases, and as v decreases. 
Figure 4.6b shows tha t as v decreases, the two m aster modes become more un­
stable, and thus the am plitude of the mixed mode state would be expected to 
continue to increase. From figure 4.6a however, it may be seen tha t the point 
S  = 50 is very near the point of maximum instability for varying 5 , and so the 
trend of increasing amplitude for smaller S  will reverse for S  < 20 or so. When 
5  ~  6.3..., the m =  1 mode is in fact marginally stable, and thus for 5  less than 
this value, there is only the trivial solution.
4.5.3 Centre Manifold Reduction
A param eter regime where both the m — 1 and 2 modes are marginally 
stable, with param eters similar to those considered by Parker et al., was found 
by Fairhall [63]. Solving at these parameters, specifically Lp = 30.193, S = 200, 
v =  0.01 and x w = 0.1827, the invariant manifold is actually a centre manifold, 
and the results of Armbruster, Guckenheimer and Holmes applied directly to 
describe the bifurcations of the system.
The evolution equations on the centre manifold to third order are given by
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Figure 4.14: Saturation amplitudes of r  ^ and r2 for the 6 = n mixed mode solution, as 
S and v increase. The other parameter values are as for figure 4.6
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m 1 2
-6 .10  x 10-5 1.05 x 10-4
Vm 7.9 x 10-6 8.2 x 10~6
Wm -0 .157 -0 .163
Table 4.4: Centre manifold parameter varying coefficients.
MTWHopf
SWH (approximate)SWHopf
Figure 4.15: Bifurcation set for the centre manifold equations. The symbols are ex­
plained in the caption for figure 3.2.
equations (4.63), with
^12  
e 21 
^22
and the growth rates vary as equation (4.29), with the coefficients given in table 
4.4. The bifurcations are illustrated in figures 4.15 and 4.16.
The first thing to note is that the results only apply for growth rates of the 
order of 10“4, and may not be extended to the larger growth rates encountered 
in the simulation results. For larger growth rates, truncated term s begin to be 
im portant. Changes in S  and u have almost the same effect on the growth rate of 
modes m  — 1 and 2, but changing L p will result in growth for one of the modes, 
and decay for the other. This means tha t all areas of the bifurcation diagram 
illustrated in figure 4.15 are accessible through small changes of the param eters.
-15.35
-240.9
-1464
-70.04,
(4.77)
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• bifurcation point
— .- stable solution
---- unstable solution
stable heteroclinic cycle
MTWH
MTWHopf SWHopf
Figure 4.16: Bifurcations in the solutions on the centre manifold along a small circle, 
enclosing the origin, in the 71,72 plane. The symbols are explained in the caption for 
figure 3.2.
4.6 The Three Master Mode Invariant Manifold
Parker and Dewar [50] show that the m = 4 component of the travelling waves 
is significantly smaller than the m = 1, m = 2, and m = 3 components. This 
indicates that an invariant manifold with m = 1, 2 and 3 as masters should be 
able to resolve the bifurcation to travelling waves. Using the 27, z2 and z3 modes 
as master modes, and iterating equation (3.23) once, gives the quadratic slaving 
as
Qq-1 + Qqi \
2Ai — Aq / w 2 +
Q O - 2  + <*02 \  
2 A2 — Aq /
w 2 + /  a 0 _ 3  +  « 0 3\ 2A3 — Aq
C o i N 2 +  Cq2\z2\2 +  C0 3 1 ^ 312,
<*43 +  <*41 \
Ä7“ a v  >2123+ < ^ )2
C4\Z\Z3 “ I"  C42(z2)2,
f  Q 52 + <*53 \
v a 2 +  a 3 -  a 5 J Z223 -
(4.78)
Substituting these into (4.39) gives the evolution equations on the three master 
mode invariant manifold to third order
Z\ = Xl zi  -F A z \ z2 4- V z 2z 3 + T ( z2 )2 z3 + T z i \ z \ | 2 + C z \ \ z 2 \2 + |^312
z 2 = \ 2z2 + B [ z i ) 2 T S z \ z 3 T Qz \ z 2z3 4- J z 2 \ z\ \f  -f- AA.z2 \z2 \^  -f -2^21-^ 312 
Z3 == ^3Z3 C z \Z 2 -\-T t z ^ z ^ 2 -\- )Cz3 \ z \ \ 2 -\- A f z 3 \ z2 \2 + Q z3\z3\2
(4.79)
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where
A = Q i _ i  - f  a i2
B = ö  21
C = Ot 32 +  £*3i
V = £*13 +  £*1-2
e = £*23 +  £*2-1
T = £-42 (£*14 +  £ * 1 -3 )
G = £-41 (£*24 +  £ * 2 -2 )
n = ^42 (£*34 +  £ * 3 - l )
i = C01 (£*11 +  £*10)
j = COl (£*22 +  £*2o)
K = Q)1 (£*33 +  £* 3 o )  +  £-41 (£*34 +  £ * 3 - l )
c = 0 )2  (£*11 +  £*10)
M = 0 )2  (£*22 +  £*2o) +  £^42(£*24 *F £ * 2 -2 )
Ar = 0 )2  (£*33 +  £ *3 o )  +  £-5(£*35 +  £ * 3 -2 )
o = 0 )3  (£ * n  +  £* io ) +  £-41 (£*14 +  £ * 1 -3 )
V = 0 )3  (£*22 +  £*20) +  £^5(£*25 +  £ * 2 -3 )
Q = 0 )3  (£*33 +  £* 3 o )  +  £^(£*36 +  £ * 3 -3 )-
Campbell and Holmes [64] consider a six dimensional system describing the 
interaction of modes with m = 1, m = 2 and m = 4, neglecting some of the 
cubic terms. They treat the system as a coupling of the two 2-mode systems: 
m : 2m; and 2 x (m : 2m). A four dimensional subsystem of equations (4.79) 
cannot be constructed by setting one of the modes to zero and then considering 
perturbations orthogonal to the subspace, making significant analytic progress 
extremely difficult. For this reason, equation (4.79) is just solved numerically 
in the region where Parker et al. predict travelling waves, but where the m — 3 
mode is still linearly stable.
Looking at the case where Lp = 25, v = 0.01, xw = 2.5 and S = 0.01, the 
growth rates of the first three modes are
71 = 0.007428
72 = 0.006077
73 =  -0.001122,
and the coefficients of equations (4.79) are
A = 0.1225 
S = 0.5029 
1  = -0.001944 
M  = -0.2125 
Q = -2.600.
B = -0.007263 
7  = -0.6623 
J  = -0.002114 
A f  = -0.4989
C = -0.008103 
G = -2.451 
K = -0.4502 
O = -8.787
V  = 0.8750
n  = -0.03780 
C = -0.005546
V  = -6.287
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Solving the equations numerically at this point, and rescaling Z \ and z2 as in 
the two m aster mode case, and scaling z3 so tha t the second quadratic term  in the 
equation for Z\ is unity, the stable solution is as shown in figure 4.17. The sim­
ulations produced a travelling wave solution at this point, whereas the reduced 
model solution is a m odulated travelling wave. The m  = 1 and 2 solutions are 
only slightly different from a pure travelling wave solution, but m  = 3 solution is 
significantly modulated, as can be seen in figure 4.17c. Nevertheless, the relative 
amplitudes of the modes in the nonlinear state are consistent with a three m aster 
mode manifold, and a travelling wave solution has been recovered, albeit a mod­
ulated wave. A much more thorough study of the solutions to equation (4.79) 
is required, to determine the range of applicability of the reduced equation. In 
particular, the effects of higher order terms must be considered, and different 
points in the param eter space looked at, as was done in the previous sections for 
the two m aster mode case. This work has not been carried out at this stage.
4.7 Summary
By isolating the dominant driving modes from an infinite system of mode 
coupling equations, the invariant manifold provides a useful tool for understand­
ing the underlying mode competition processes. The infinite system of equations 
is reduced to a small system governing the master modes, with the slave mode 
evolution implicitly included. Choosing only a single m aster mode, the nonlin­
ear stabilisation of a single linearly unstable tearing mode was well described. 
Comparing the invariant manifold reduction with the simulations of Parker, De- 
war and Johnson [46], a two master mode invariant manifold, truncated at third 
order, gave good qualitative agreement in the regime were the m = 1 mode is 
unstable, the m = 2 mode either unstable, or only weakly damped, and modes 
with m  > 2 more strongly damped. Including fourth order term s resulted in 
a more favourable quantitative comparison, especially in the regime where the 
m = 2 mode was linearly unstable, but was not able to reproduce the secondary 
bifurcation to travelling waves. Extending the process to include more m aster 
modes will give a larger region of accuracy, but at the cost of analytic tractability. 
The six dimensional reduced model derived in §4.6 had a modulated travelling 
wave solution just after the point where Parker et al. found the bifurcation to 
travelling waves. This represents an improvement in the qualitative accuracy over 
the two master mode reduction, even though the m  = 3 mode at this point is 
linearly stable. The inclusion of a linearly stable mode as a master mode, which 
distinguishes the invariant manifold procedure employed here from the centre- 
unstable manifold reduction, clearly improved the quantitative accuracy of the 
reduced description. The solution on a six dimensional manifold is, however, yet 
to be studied in detail.
The invariant manifold reduction allows a simple physical understanding of
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Figure 4.17: The stable solution of the three master mode equations at the point 
Lp = 25, v — 0.01, xw = 2.5 and S = 0.01. The m = 1 mode is illustrated in (a), the 
m — 2 mode in (b), and the m — 3 mode in (c). In each case, the solid line is 7Ze(z), 
and the dashed line is lm (z ) .
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the mechanisms involved in the nonlinear interactions, and may be extended 
to obtain any desired degree of quantitative accuracy, by expanding the set of 
master modes. The model equations on higher dimensional invariant manifolds 
rapidly become enormously complicated, and so to some extent the best use of 
the method is for low dimensional models allowing analytic, or simple numerical 
analysis. For the comparisons carried out in this chapter, the solutions on the 
low dimensional manifolds gave, in most situations, very good indications of the 
nature of the solutions found by Parker et al. [46], who used simulations which 
employed up to thirty modes.
CHAPTER 5
Nonlinear Tearing Mode Saturation 
in a Rotating Plasma
In chapter 2, the linear stability of a rotating plasma to the tearing mode was 
examined numerically, by considering the change in the linear stability param eter 
A ' for various equilibrium flows. In this chapter, the same model equations are 
employed, however the nonlinear terms are retained, and equations describing 
the mode coupling are derived. The invariant manifold reduction is then applied 
to these equations in the simplest case of only a single m aster mode, to determine 
the qualitative features of the basic nonlinear saturated state  of the system.
A four dimensional centre manifold reduction has been performed by Chen 
and Morrison [43] for the same equations, considering the nonlinear interactions 
of near marginal m  =  1 and m = 2 tearing modes in a slab geometry. In partic­
ular, they showed the existence of a secondary Hopf bifurcation to a modulated 
travelling wave state, corresponding in form to the oscillating magnetic islands 
observed in numerical simulations by Persson and Bondeson [65]. This chapter 
concentrates instead on the nonlinear saturation of a (weakly) linearly unstable 
tearing mode.
5.1 Derivation of the Mode Coupling Equations
W riting equations (2.1) and (2.2) in the form (4.4) gives
dt = tyj+N(*,*) (5.1)
where
L =
h deV l ^ ^ d e  + u V \
V
B ,d z -
\
^ de + 7,V2_L\ /
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and
/  Vt/> x V(ViVO -  x V (V j> )  \
\  Vz/> x V</> /
Considering a single helicity analysis, w ith coupling betw een modes resonant 
on the  m /n  = 2/1 rational surface, and defining r  =  6 — Z/2R, where R  is the 
plasm a m ajor radius, implies de = dT and dz = —dT/2R.  T he solutions are ex­
panded using
N  (<£,</>)
N OO OO= E  E * m (0 eX P(*m T) (5.2)\ 4> ) TTL — — OO 5 = 1  m  e v e n V K ( * )  ,
where (x) and are the linear eigenfunctions w ith eigenvalue 7 ” , satis­
fying the  system  of ordinary differential equations
7It
(
\
«'Vl -  iGmV l  +
iF* m.
ITW jOq . ^  „ 0  z’m Jn  N
^ m V m —
“  lGm )
(5.3)
where Fm — k m • B 0 and Gm — k m- v 0 for k m =  (0, m /r ,  — m /2 /? ), as in chapter 
2, and V 2 =  d\ -  m 2, and dtz3m = Ymzm-
A pplying the W K B J approxim ation to  this problem , the  solvability condition 
(4.35) for the flowless case is modified by replacing uj w ith lo — G, i.e. the  flow 
produces a Doppler shift in the mode frequency. As for the  flowless case however, 
the W K B J approxim ation cannot be used for unstab le tearing modes [30].
The m ode coupling equations may be ex tracted  from equation (5.1) using the 
same procedure as in the flowless case, i.e. by substitu ting  the  ansatz (5.2) into 
equation (5.1), constructing the adjoint problem  to (5.3) and using the orthogo­
nality  relation between the direct and adjoint eigenfunctions. This leads to the 
mode coupling equations
0 0  0 0
i* =  7 * * t+  E  E " ”m 4 4 - m (5-4)
m =  — 0 0  s , t= l  
m  e v e n
w ith the coupling coefficients, in general com plex, given by
1
+  +  4 'g(k-  -  m K ^ - m )
where a prim e denotes differentiation with respect to r.
dr.
(5.5)
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5.2 The Two Dimensional Invariant Manifold
Assuming an unstable m / n  = 2/1 mode, with all other modes stable, the 
m / n  = 2/1 mode may be chosen as the only m aster mode. Applying equation 
(3.23) then gives the quadratic slaving of the 0/0 and 4/2 modes as
t  ( 2 )
t (  2)
.too
+  <*0 - 1  \  , 0,2
,7i° +  7 i - 7 o .
i*? t
.too (5.6)
0 \ 2
,27? -  75 (* ? )
Substituting these expressions into equation (5.4) gives the evolution equations 
on the invariant manifold
i?  =  7?2i +  M W ?  +  0 ( 5) (5.7)
where
(<C + <°i) «  + O  <  ( < \  +
7? +  7? -  7o +  27? -  72
Peredo and Tataronis [66] consider the saturation of weakly unstable linear ideal 
modes in a plasma with equilibrium flows using the method of S tuart [67]. In this 
method, the field quantities are expanded in Fourier harmonics, and an ordering 
is assumed, based on the linear growth rate. The nonlinear equation they obtain 
is of the same form as equation (5.7), describing the saturation of the modes 
through coupling with the second harmonic, and quasi-linear coupling with the 
zeroth harmonic.
The substitution z® = retd reduces equation (5.7) to the two equations
r =  r(T +  ar2) (5-9)
0 = n  + br2, (5.10)
where 7 = T — ift and A  = a +  ib have been substituted, and thus the amplitude 
equation decouples from the phase equation, and may be solved independently. 
The nontrivial solution to equation (5.9) is
r(t) =  ( - T ) ' Cert (l +  C 2e2ny '*  , (5.11)
where C is a constant. This solution exists whenever T and a have opposite 
signs. As in the flowless case, if a < 0 is assumed, equation (5.9) describes a 
supercritical bifurcation to a nontrivial state as T increases above zero. Contrary 
to the flowless case however, the phase 0 of this state is not constant, but is 
changing according to equation (5.10). Once the transients have died away, the 
am plitude tends to the fixed value (—2T/a) J, and the phase changes linearly with
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Figure 5.1: The saturation of a linearly unstable tearing mode in the presence of 
equilibrium flows; (a) shows the amplitude, (b) shows the phase, and (c) shows the real 
part of z.
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tim e. This corresponds to a travelling wave state, and indicates th a t the basic 
nonlinear saturated state of a tearing mode in the presence of equilibrium flows 
is dynamic. An example of this evolution is shown in figure 5.1.
Analogously to the flowless case, the linearly unstable 2/1 mode nonlinearly 
drives a 4/2 slave, as well as a y-independent perturbation which may be viewed 
as a perturbation of the equilibrium. The first term  in equation (5.8) describes 
the driving of the y-independent perturbation, and the second term  describes the 
driving of the 4/2 harmonic. This coupling leads to the saturation.
This is the same mechanism for saturation as in the flowless case 4.3. However, 
there is an im portant difference between the two cases, concerning the current 
profile inside the island. For the slab model studied in chapter 4, the current 
is symmetric about the rational surface, but this will not be the case in the 
cylinder. For this brief general discussion, no form of the current profile has been 
assumed, but in the case of an asymmetric current profile, there are possible 
problems with the convergence of the harmonic expansion of the current in the 
island interior with terms of the order of the square root of the small am plitude 
becoming im portant [60]. This then raises questions about the validity of the 
expansion employed in the derivation of equation (5.7).
Chen and Morrison [43] consider the four dimensional centre manifold (to 
third order) arising from the interaction of marginally stable m =  1 and m =  2 
modes in slab geometry. The evolution equations on the centre manifold are far 
more complicated than in the flowless case [48, this thesis chapter 4], so they 
only consider a few special cases of the solutions. They are, however, able to 
dem onstrate the existence of solutions which correspond in form to the oscillating 
islands observed by Persson and Bondeson [65].
For different choices of the two master modes, it is sometimes possible to 
obtain a full description of the reduced dynamics on a four dimensional centre 
manifold. The nonlinear drift wave equations studied in the next chapter have the 
same symmetry properties as the tearing mode with equilibrium flow equations 
considered here, and hence the equations on the invariant manifold for these two 
situations have the same form. The discussion of the reduced equations in the 
next chapter (§6.6) is therefore also relevant to this case, provided a situation 
may be found where the linear spectrum has the necessary form to justify the 
choice of masters and slaves.
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CHAPTER 6
Application to Nonlinear Drift Waves
Low frequency drift waves in a homogeneous magnetic field, B = B z, may 
be considered using a local approximation, which, in the two dimensional case, 
means the perturbations are sinusoidal in both x and y. Assuming adiabatic 
electrons, i.e. the electrons satisfy equation (1.46), and cold ions, Hasegawa and 
Mima [68] derived an equation for the nonlinear mode coupling, but the linear 
frequency of the modes in this model is purely real. Waltz [69] added a small 
linear driving term to the electron density response, as in equation (1.51), and 
also introduced damping terms to model the effects of viscosity and magnetic 
shear [70]. This allowed destabilisation of modes with k±ps < 1, where ps is the 
ion-Larmor radius evaluated at the electron temperature.
When the magnetic field is sheared, the local approximation breaks down, 
and an eigenmode analysis must be carried out instead [71,72]. Chen et al. [19] 
consider dissipative drift waves in a sheared magnetic field, finding that there are 
no unstable eigenmodes unless a strong spatial variation of the density gradient is 
introduced in order to nullify the shear damping. In this chapter, the model used 
by Chen et al. is simplified, allowing an analytic solution of the linear problem to 
be found. Including nonlinear effects, mode coupling equations are derived, and 
then the invariant manifold reduction is applied in a situation where the m = 3 
and m = 4 modes are marginally stable.
6.1 Model and Nonlinear Equations
The equilibrium magnetic field is defined by
B(z) = B  d -y )  , (6.1)
where the parameter Ls determines the degree of magnetic shear. The density 
profile depends on x only, and the perturbations have the form
<£(x, t) = <f>(x) exp[i(kyy -  ut)]. (6.2)
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The drifts included are the E  x B drift,
e,, x V</>
V r =
B
the same for both species, the ion polarisation drift
vP = ------t-(V</>)
UciB dt
1
u ctB
and the electron diamagnetic drift
— V(f)-\- (v£ • V)V</>
(6.3)
(6.4)
V . e
Te
enB
(e„ x Vn)
v*o
(6.5)
As T{ = 0, there is no diamagnetic drift for the ions, and the polarisation drift for 
electrons may be neglected since, for the low frequency waves considered here, 
v pe ~  u/u)ce <  1. In fact, the frequency is low enough tha t lo <C u cx; u ce,
which implies vP| <C v£, and therefore the dominant perpendicular ion velocity is
v£.
The equations required are the ion-continuity equation,
d n •
-J t1 +  V ■ (n.v.) =  0, (6.6)
and the parallel ion momentum equation neglecting collisions (see §1.2),
m xn x dvii.
dt
+ (v£ • V)v||t- — en,V
Substituting
and
V , =  V ||t- +  v ± t
=  V ||t +  v £  +  Vpt
n x(x, y, t) = n0(x) +  6nx(x, y, t),
and assuming V • (noVP|) % n0V • vP_ gives
(6.7)
( 6 . 8 )
(6.9)
d_
dt
- V  • V||j -  V.e • V
1
B
1  & 7 1 '  2 ^ 2
<P,--------PSVn0 (e )]
(6 . 10)
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from the continuity equation, and
I f < 6“>
from the momentum equation, where
[a, b] = z • (Va x V6) (6.12)
is a Poisson bracket, and Vyt- =  Uy,-ey.
To close these equations, the relationship between (f) and nt is required. This 
may be found by calculating the linear electron density response and using qua­
sineutrality.
6.2 Electron Density Response and the Linear Eigenvalue 
Equation
The linearised equation of continuity for electrons is
6ne kyvme f  e<j)\ k\\V\\t
n0 lj v T e )  +  LJ
where
, kyX
k" = T 7
(6.13)
(6.14)
and the linearised parallel electron momentum equation is
u v ; e =  - A r y  4> -  ivei(v\\e -  V y i )  +  A r y ^ -  • ( 6 . 1 5 )
The collision frequency has been retained here, in contrast to equation (6.7), 
since uet v xe. Substituting the linear expression
%  =
h  c\ (  e<p
(6.16)
equations (6.13) and (6.15) result in an electron density response of the form 
6ne +  iiümevei -  k \ v j e - f  iueikf.cl/u) ( e<f>\
u j2 +  i u j v ei — k 2V j e Tr
(6.17)
where the electron thermal velocity is given by
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and the ion sound speed evaluated at the electron temperature is
This is the form of the electron density response used by Chen et al. in their
study of the linear problem.
This chapter is primarily concerned with the nonlinear evolution of the drift 
waves, and in order to minimise the nonlinear complications, some further sim­
plifying assumptions are needed. Specifically, assuming k^vje ~  J'e» ~  u*e 
and &||CS «C cj, the electron density response simplifies to
Note that this approximation breaks down in the resistive layer at x = 0 where 
&II = 0 (see discussion below). Employing a local approximation, and assuming 
TZe(io) >> lm(u>) gives [6]
which may be substituted into equation (6.18) to give the electron density re­
sponse
Assuming quasineutrality, the linear eigenvalue problem for <f> is therefore
(6.18)
Ke(oi) ss w.e(l - (6.19)
(6 .20)
(6.21)
where f (x)  is defined by
u i . e ( x )  = UJ.of(x)
(6.22)
and
(6.23)
which is independent of both u  and
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Chen et al. measure the collisionality in terms of the parameter
(6.24)
In the high collisionality regime, |A| > 1, the resistive layer at x = 0 is large, but 
Chen et al. found that the eigenfunctions are localised away from the rational 
surface in this limit. Thus equation (6.21) may be used, with the boundary 
condition that the eigenfunction goes to zero at x =  0. This minimises the 
problem near x = 0, where the assumption k^vje ^  used in the derivation of 
equation (6.18), breaks down. In the lower collisionality regime, A < 1/4, the 
resistive layer is small, and the x dependence of k(|, and hence the 1 / x 2 dependence 
of the electron density response, may be removed by averaging. Equation (6.20) 
then reduces to (compare equation (1.51))
where
and
^  = (l -  ikyp,62) (6-25)
6 2 =  S 2 ( - L -\ <  x2 > (6.26)
(6.27)
This corresponds to replacing kJ by its average value. The averaged eigenvalue 
problem is therefore
- *;) (eH 1 - ^  - © ’ft?)’fe)’- * ) ■
(6.28)
This equation has solutions which are finite at x = 0, and qualitatively similar 
to those found by Chen et al. in the low collisionality limit. Since k^ has been 
replaced by its average value, the assumption k^vje ^  w no longer breaks down 
at x = 0. This allows for better qualitative accuracy for low collisionality with 
the averaged equation, as opposed to the unaveraged equation, despite an overall 
broader approximation being applied in this case. The parameter S2 can be 
treated as a parameter controlling the linear driving in the nonlinear problem.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the difference in eigenfunction between the two 
cases, using the solutions found in the next two sections.
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- 0 . 2
- 0 . 4
- 0 . 6
- 0 . 8
Figure 6.1: Two sample eigenfunctions of the unaveraged equation, along a line in the 
complex plane where the eigenfunction is decaying for large x, (a) with n = 0 and (b) 
with n — 1. The real part is drawn with a solid line, and the imaginary part with a 
dashed line. The scaling is arbitrary.
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Figure 6.2: Two sample eigenfunctions of the averaged equation, along a line in the 
complex plane where the eigenfunction is decaying for large x, (a) with n = 0 and (b) 
with n = 2. The real part is drawn with a solid line, and the imaginary part with a 
dashed line. The scaling is arbitrary.
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6.3 The Unaveraged Eigenvalue Equation
Taking equation (6.21) and normalising according to
(x , y)  -* P, (x, y)
Lnt -► — t,
Cs
(6.29)
and scaling all other lengths like x and y, means the eigenvalue equation may be 
written in the form
g + ( A - B * J - g ) *  =  0 (6.30)
where
A = ky 1 h2 ikyP
Lj v L\
ky ( 1 s 2ky\
B  =
C = - i k y62,
and
S = L rLf
Using the above scaling, o;*0 = ky. Changing variables to
and defining
u2 = B ^ x 2,
D2 = C + \
puts the eigenvalue equation (6.30) in the standard form
<P<t>/  „  . ,
(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)
(6.34)
(6.35)
with boundary conditions <^ (0) = 0, and <j>(u) —> 0 as u —* oo. The eigenvalues 
are given by
AB~i =4n + 2D + 2,(6.36)
and the associated eigenfunctions are
<t> = uD+‘iL lD'(u2)exp (6.37)
where L ^ \ u 2) is a generalised Laguerre polynomial [73].
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Equation (6.34) has the two solutions
D = ± J c  +  i ,  (6.38)
but the eigenfunctions (6.37) are only well behaved at u = 0 in the ‘plus’ case. 
This is most easily seen in the limit of small ky82, where
D + \ I  ± \[C +  J «  51 ±  (l — 2ikvS2 + , (6.39)
and the eigenfunction oscillates madly and blows up at u = 0 in the ‘minus’ case. 
By solving along the line in the complex plane determined by the transformation 
(6.33), the eigenfunction is decaying for large u.
Chen et al. showed that in the limit of constant diamagnetic frequency, all 
modes were stable. The same procedure may be used for equation (6.21) to 
show that this result still holds. Transforming equation (6.21) in the the limit of 
constant diamagnetic frequency using
x 2 —i (6.40)
and employing the normalisation (6.29) gives 
d2(f>
ds2 CK-v-S)+(if VexUJmO ■ Sm, / 4>- (6.41)
Multiplying this equation by integrating over all 5, and taking the real part 
gives
where T = Xm(uj). Since for Y > 0 all the terms in this equation are positive, the 
equality cannot be satisfied, and there can be no growing modes in this limit.
In the constant diamagnetic frequency limit, equation (6.36) yields the simple 
expression for the linear spectrum
1 — z(4n + 2 + yj 1 — 4iky62)S^ ky
lo = Yl + iY =
Employing the small kyS2 expansion (6.39) gives
n
and
T  =  -
(6.43)
(1 -  2ky62S) ky 
1 + kl
(6.44)
(4n + 3 + PyS4/2) Sky 
1 + kl
(6.45)
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Points to note are that fl % ky = u m0 for small ky and is independent of n, and 
that 7 < 0 V n as expected.
Comparing the complex frequency of the n = 0 mode obtained using equation 
(6.43) with the numerical solution of the eigenvalue equation given in Chen et 
al. for the values ky = 0.14, S = 0.01, me/m t = 10-4, and the range of val­
ues o;*o < i'et' < 1000u;*o, the agreement for 0  is very good for the entire range 
of Vei/u+o- At vex % lOOu.o, r  agrees very well also. For larger collisionality, 
equation (6.43) underestimates the damping by up to about 15%. For low colli­
sionality the discrepancy is much larger, with the damping overestimated by up 
to a factor of 2. The eigenfunctions are even more seriously inaccurate in this 
regime, due to the boundary condition of (f> = 0 at x = 0 being applied. As 
discussed earlier, the averaged equation will be used in this limit.
6.4 The Averaged Eigenvalue Equation
The normalised averaged eigenvalue equation is
d £  + ( A ~  ß x 2 )  ^ -  ° ’ (6.46)
where
A = ^ - - l ~ k l +
LO
(6.47)
and
k y (  1 S 2ky\
B =  a ,  U  w  j '
(6.48)
Equation (6.46) has eigenvalues given by
A B ' *  = 2n + 1 (6.49)
and eigenfunctions [73]
i (  B ? x ^ \
(f) =  Hn(B* x ) e x p  1 2 j  . (6.50)
If > 0 the eigenfunctions will be decaying for large real x.
In the constant diamagnetic frequency limit,
Sky .
-------- - I
LO
(6.51)
and the eigenfunctions are therefore decaying only when T > 0. Following Chen 
et al. and transforming to the —45° line in the complex plane, the eigenfunctions 
along this line are given by
2
u exp
Skyu2\  
2lv )
(j) = Hn (6.52)
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where
2 • 2 U — I X  .
The eigenvalues are given explicitly by
[1 — (2n +  l)iS] ky 
1 + k2 — iky62 ’
(6.53)
(6.54)
and so for Q > 0, the eigenfunctions (6.52) are decaying along this line at large 
x.
In contrast to the unaveraged case, the eigenfunctions (6.52) are finite at 
x = 0, and in qualitative agreement with the solutions found by Chen et al. in the 
low collisionality regime. Using the same parameter values as for the comparison 
with the unaveraged equation, and choosing i/et = 10u;*o and 62 = 0.283 which 
corresponds to <x2> = 50, the real frequency agrees with Chen et al., but the 
damping is underestimated by about a factor of 3. The damping is only very 
weakly dependent on the collision frequency, as found by Chen et al. in the low 
collisionality limit, however, the damping was found to increase slightly as the 
collisionality was decreased, opposite to that found by Chen et al.
When Lm is finite, eigenfunctions which decay at large x along the real line 
may be found. The eigenvalue condition may be solved to give
2/3 + e l l  LI + [(2/3 + e * /i j  )2 -  4/3* (1 + S2e2)]1
2 ( 1 +  5 2£2)
(6.55)
where
kya = —
LO
ß = 1 + k^ — iky62 (6.56)
£n = 2 n + 1,
have been defined.
When «1 = 0.286, Lm = 500, 5 = 0.01 and 62 = 0.02, the lowest order m = 3 
and m = 4 modes are simultaneously marginally stable. Figure 6.3 shows the 
spectrum of the lowest order modes for m from 1 to 10, obtained using equation 
(6.55). In figure 2, the significant damping of the n > 0 modes relative to the 
n = 0 mode is shown for m = 3 and m = 8.
Despite the approximations made, and the simplicity of the averaged model, 
the degree of qualitative agreement obtained indicates that this is a reasonable 
model to employ for the study of the nonlinear interactions.
In the next section, the equations describing the nonlinear mode coupling for 
this problem are derived. An invariant manifold reduction is carried out, with 
the m = 3 and 4 modes taken to be the driving modes. The above parameters are 
used to calculate the equations on a centre manifold. In contrast to the tearing 
mode case in chapter 4, there are slaves of both larger and smaller modenumber.
3
0
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m o d e  n u m b e r  m
0 . 0 0 0 0
- 0 . 0 0 0 2
- 0 . 0 0 0 4
- 0 . 0 0 0 6
- 0 . 0 0 0 8
- 0 . 0 0 1 0
- 0 . 0 0 1 2
1 2 3 4  5 6  7 8 9 10
Figure 6.3: Spectrum of the lowest order solutions of the averaged eigenvalue equation 
with = 0.286, X* = 500, S = 0.01 and 62 = 0.02.
3
3
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n
0 1 2 3 4  5 6  7 8 9  10
0 . 0 0
- 0 . 0 2
- 0 . 0 4
- 0 . 0 6
- 0 . 0 8
- 0 . 1 0
Figure 6.4: Spectrum of the first 11 m = 3 and m = 8 solutions of the averaged 
eigenvalue equation with «q = 0.286, X, = 500, S = 0.01 and 62 — 0.02.
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6.5 Mode Coupling Equations
Taking equations (6.10) and (6.11), closed using equation (6.25), scaled as in 
equation (6.29) plus
7 ~\ Ln U|, t(f> Snx\  (u,<^,n) = —  —, — , —  1 ,
Ps \ C s  -1 e n 0 J
(6.57)
the nonlinear equations are
9v d<j>
ei = - xSd j - l*'v]
r2 , . — d t4>,vv + 62dy (6.58)
where
/ ( * ) =
(6.59)
gives the dependence of the diamagnetic frequency on x, and the tildes have been 
dropped. If equation (6.20) was used to close the equations, the term
in equation (6.58) would be replaced by
‘ ■ ( M l -
Expanding the solutions using the ansatz
J = E  E  2m(<) ( ) exp(i/cmy)
/  m  = — oc n = 0  \  ™ )
(6.60)
where
K  777 -----
27t m
~l7 (6.61)
and Lp is some typically large periodicity length (when normalised to the Larmor 
radius) gives the equations
E
n = 0
( 1 - V £ -  \  .
n = y' —iion
n = 0
(
/ (i - v ^ - ^ « m) $ E
oo oo
+ *E E
k= — oo n ,p = 0
Ari
No
V _ n
Z t Zk ^ m  — k
(6.62)
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where
N, =  m- k K - kd*) iS
^ 2  — K m -k*bm- k v k ~  Kk $ m
The adjoint problem to the averaged eigenvalue equation (6.28) is just the 
conjugate of the direct problem, and so the normalisation and orthogonality of 
the linear eigenfunctions is (see §4.1.2)
OO
/  [*» (1 -  V i  -  $>i +  „ > ! dx =  S r (6.63)
This leads to the mode coupling equations
— J -3 + E  E  «£r (6.64)
k— — oo n ,p = 0
where the coupling coefficients ajjjf are given by
-c lx?
« S  =  i j  [ * i  (« * * £ .*  -  * » - * • ! _  A )  ( v j * i +  iF « » * ; )
~~ X  \D (6.65)
The local dependence of the growth rate on the param eters acj, 5  and L+ can 
be calculated in the same way as in §4.1.2. The linear operator L in this case is 
given by
L = Z K m
x 2
' - L i  XS
x S  0
\
/
(6.66)
The variation with respect to the param eters again appears as a correction to 
the linear growth rate, and equation (6.64) becomes
*1 = + Sm)Zm + E  E
k =  — oo n,p= 0
00 00
= Ai4 + £  E
k =  — oo n ,p= 0
(6.67)
where
( « 1  -  * l c )  +  Vm
*1 = " l c
( S  -  +
S =  S c
(-^* T * c),
T * =  L  * c
( 6.68)
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the coefficients being given by
oo
(6.69)
- O O
6.6 The Four Dimensional Invariant Manifold
The shape of the spectrum shown in figure 6.3 indicates that in general there 
will be stable modes of both small and large m. Taking, as an example, the 
m = 3 and 4 modes as master modes, which will allow the use of the parameters 
discussed in §6.4 to construct a centre manifold, one iteration of equation (3.23) 
gives the quadratic slaving as
Substituting these into (6.65), and dropping the superscript, gives the evolution 
equations on the invariant manifold to third order as
K
(6.70)
% 3  — A 3 Z 4  + - ^ - ^ 3 1 - ^ 3 12 + B z \^z ^
Z \  —  A4  Z4  +  C Z 4  I^ 3 12  +  D Z 4 \ Z 4  | 2
(6.71)
where
00
A
71 =  0
OO
B
n = 0
00
C
n = 0
0 0
n = 0
V
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Transforming to the polar coordinates zt = Tie'6', and writing
~  r  m l flm
A  = a + ia 
B = b + ib'
C = c T ic 
V  = d + id',
results in the four equations
f3 = r3(r3 + arl + br\) 
r4 = r4(r4 + cr\ + dr])
63 =  —fl3 +  a Tg -(- 6
04 =  —fl4 +  c 7*3 -f d q .
(6.72)
The equations for the amplitudes r t decouple from the phase equations, and may 
be solved separately.
Rescaling the amplitude equations so that the r |  and rj coefficients are unity 
gives
h3 — r 3 ( r 3 +  rg -f e34r 4) 
r 4 =  r 4 (T4 +  e43r3 +  e44r^)
(6.73)
where
C 3 4  —
e 43 =
c
a
and
e44 = ±1.
Note that a reversal of time may be required to get the equations into the form 
(6.73).
Guckenheimer and Holmes [33] examine in detail the unfoldings of these equa­
tions, classifying the possibilities according to table 6.1. Apart from the origin, 
there are up to three other fixed points of equation (6.73): 
an m = 3 pure mode
r\ = - r 3, r4 = 0 for r3 < 0; (6.74)
an m = 4 pure mode
r3 = 0, r\ = —r 4/e44 for T4/e44 < 0; (6.75)
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Case Ia/b II III IVa/b V Vla/b VIIa/b VIII
e44 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
^34 + + — — + + — —
C43 + — + — + — + —
e44 — e34e43 + / - + + + / - — + / - + / - —
Table 6.1: Classification of the twelve unfoldings of equation (6.73) used by Gucken- 
heimer and Holmes [33].
and a mixed mode
_2 ^34^4  — e44r 3 2 e43T3 — T4 r _ e34F4 — e44r 3 e43r 4 — e44r 3  ^ n
Tß , ? 4 tor , >  U.
C44 — c34e43 e44 — e34e43 e44 — e34e43 e44 — e34e43
(6.76)
These fixed points and their stability are easily calculated, and in all cases but 
Via and Vila above, are the only states available to the system (6.73). In the 
context of the full system (6.72), the fixed points correspond to periodic orbits, in 
the case of the pure modes, and an invariant two-torus, in the case of the mixed 
mode solution where both frequencies, fl3 and fl4, are involved. Guckenheimer 
and Holmes give complete unfoldings for the equations, for each of these simple 
cases.
In the other two cases, i.e. Via and Vila, the system (6.73) can undergo Hopf 
bifurcation, introducing another oscillation into the full system. This may lead 
to far more complicated resonant, and even chaotic, behaviour. Guckenheimer 
and Holmes give only incomplete unfoldings for these two cases.
The invariant manifold equations to third order for other k /k  + 1 pairs of 
master modes will have the same form as equations (6.72), provided k ^  1 .
Substituting the centre manifold parameters from §6.4, and truncating the 
sums (6.72) at n = 1 gives values for the coefficients
£34 = -65.8
4^3 = -1.76 x 10"3 (6.77)
e44 = - 1 .
This corresponds to case VIII in table 6.1, and thus there are no Hopf bifurcations 
of the amplitudes. The bifurcation set for the system (6.73) with the above 
coefficients is shown in figure 6.5.
Since the coefficient of rj in equation (6.73) is +1, the system is not globally 
stable. In fact, no stable solution exists in regions 5 and 6 of figure 6.5, and in 
these regions, the solution grows without bound. The analysis therefore needs to 
be extended to include more slaves, of larger m and n, and the effect of including 
an extra master mode must be considered, as in chapter 4 for the tearing mode 
case. The linear spectrum indicates the nonlinear equations (6.58) should be
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Figure 6.5: The bifurcation set for the m = 3/4 centre manifold equations (6.73). The 
regions are labelled according to table 6.2.
Region Solutions
1 T S (— ), PM 3(++)
2 TS(+_), PM 3(++), P M 4(— )
3 TS(+_), PM 3(+_), P M 4(— ),
4 TS(++), P M 4(— ), MM(+_)
5 TS(++), PM 4(+_)
6 TS,+_)
Table 6.2: Solutions in the various regions of figure 6.5. The solutions are labelled 
as follows: TS - trivial solution, PM3 - m = 3 pure mode, PM4 - m = 4 pure mode, 
and MM - mixed mode. The signs of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian linearised about 
the fixed point are indicated as bracketed subscripts, and the stable modes are in bold 
type. Note that all modes have an oscillatory character, when the full system (6.72) is 
taken into account.
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amenable to analysis via the invariant manifold reduction, and it is unlikely that 
a much higher dimensional manifold will be needed.
Once enough master and slave modes have been included to achieve satura­
tion, the particle transport may be calculated from the E x B drift multiplied by 
the density response. The contribution from the polarisation drift will be negli­
gible. Work including these extra masters and slaves, with the aim of calculating 
the transport, is currently underway.
6.7 Summary
The low frequency dissipative drift wave model of Chen et dl. [19] was sim­
plified to enable the analytic determination of the spectrum and eigenfunctions 
in the limits of high and low collisionality. In the high collisionality limit, Chen 
et al. found that the eigenfunctions are localised away from the rational surface, 
and so a boundary condition of <f> = 0 at x = 0 was used in this limit. In the low 
collisionality limit the resistive layer effects on the electron density response are 
weak, and a simple averaged eigenvalue equation, with eigenfunctions localised 
at the rational surface was used instead.
This low collisionality model was employed for the nonlinear study, where 
the evolution equations on a four dimensional invariant manifold were derived. 
The m = 3 and m = 4 modes were taken as master modes, and the equations 
calculated to third order in the master mode amplitudes. The form of these 
equations is the same to this order, for any pair of master modes with wave 
numbers k and k + 1, k ^  1. By finding a point in the parameter space where 
both these master modes were marginally stable, the coefficients for the four 
dimensional centre manifold were calculated. This indicated the nature of the 
bifurcations between the solutions, but higher order terms still need to be added 
to obtain full information on the stability of some of the branches.
Future work will involve the inclusion of extra master and slave modes in the 
calculation of the invariant manifold to resolve the questions of stability. The 
equations will then be solved numerically at particular points, and the particle 
transport calculated using the E x B drift and the electron density response.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, the linear and nonlinear stability of the tearing mode, as an 
example of a large-scale MHD instability, and a low frequency drift wave, as an 
example of a small-scale microinstability, have been examined.
The basic linear theory of these two instabilities was presented in chapter 1, 
emphasising their physical manifestation. The linear theory of the tearing mode 
in the presence of equilibrium flows was studied in chapter 2. A boundary layer 
analysis, in which the plasma is divided into two regions, one the small resistive 
region around the singular surface of ideal MHD, and the other region, comprising 
the rest of the plasma, which may be treated using the ideal approximation, 
was used. By solving in the ideal region only, the linear stability param eter 
A ' may be determined. Equilibrium flows in the ideal region were found to 
have a significant effect on A ', illustrating the power of flows in influencing the 
linear stability of the plasma. For particular magnetic field and flow profiles, 
ex tra  singular regions occurred, corresponding to the Alfven resonance condition 
(k • v 0 — D)2 =  (k • B o)2/ P being satisfied. The nature of the solution in these 
extra-singularity regimes was briefly examined in section §2.3.
The main aim of this thesis, however, was to obtain low dimensional models 
of the nonlinear evolution of the tearing modes and drift waves. The nonlinear 
m ethod used was the invariant manifold reduction [8], which is a generalisation of 
the centre manifold reduction [34,35], and allows the driving modes to be other 
than marginally stable. The invariant manifold reduction may also be viewed as 
an extension to a simple mode truncation procedure. In order for the invariant 
manifold reduction to be successfully applied to a given problem, the spectrum 
of linear normal modes must be divided into those which nonlinearly dominate, 
called m aster modes, and those which are nonlinearly driven, called slave modes. 
For this reason, the linear spectrum must be well understood before the nonlinear 
reduction can be successfully applied. Chapter 3 introduced the m athem atical 
basis for the centre manifold reduction, and described the generalisation to an 
invariant manifold.
The role of symmetry in the original, i.e. non-reduced, equations was also 
discussed in chapter 3. The problems studied in this thesis have either an 0 (2)
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symmetry, i.e. they are equivariant under the actions of the group of planar 
rotations and reflections, or an 5 0 (2 ) symmetry, which is the component of 
the 0 (2 ) symmetry remaining when the reflection sym m etry is broken, but the 
rotational symmetry is left intact. The tearing mode model used in this thesis 
has an 0 (2) symmetry when the equilibrium is static, while the tearing modes 
in the case where the equilibrium is rotating, and the drift waves studied in 
chapter 6, have an 5 0 (2 ) symmetry. These symmetries effectively dictate the 
form of the nonlinear evolution equations, and hence the reduced equations on 
the invariant manifold, of the particular system. The simple one-dimensional 
trapped-ion mode equation derived by Cohen et al. [31] has an 0 (2 ) symmetry 
in its non-dispersive limit, and an 5 0 (2 ) symmetry when dispersion is included, 
and was used in chapter 3 to illustrate the application of the invariant manifold 
reduction because of its simple linear form.
In chapter 4, a comparison between full nonlinear simulations of resistive tear­
ing mode evolution in a plane plasma slab [46], and an invariant manifold reduced 
description of the same model, was attem pted. The basic nonlinear saturation of 
a linearly unstable tearing mode was reproduced when only a single m aster mode 
was employed. Using two master modes, and truncating the evolution equations 
at third order in the mode amplitudes, some of the mode-competition features of 
the full solution were reproduced, but with very limited quantitative accuracy. 
Including the next order terms in the evolution equations, however, resulted in 
significantly better agreement. A six dimensional manifold, obtained by taking 
the first three m modes as masters, had a modulated travelling wave solution 
in the regime where the simulations predicted a pure travelling wave, whereas 
the four dimensional reduced description was unable to resolve the bifurcation 
from the stationary mixed mode solution. The solution on the six dimensional 
manifold, however, is yet to be studied in detail. The most interesting feature of 
the results in this chapter is the enhancement of qualitative accuracy obtained by 
including a linearly stable mode as a master mode. The ability to include such 
modes is the distinctive feature of the invariant manifold reduction, separating 
it from the centre-unstable manifold reduction. By including higher order terms, 
and more master modes, any degree of quantitative accuracy is available, but at 
the expense of analytic tractability. In terms of gaining some physical insight 
into the mode coupling processes underlying the nonlinear evolution of a system, 
the results in chapter 4, as well as other centre manifold work [43,48,52], show 
tha t these reduced models are very useful, even when only a few m aster modes 
are used.
The nonlinear evolution of a linearly unstable tearing mode in a plasma with 
equilibrium flows was briefly examined in chapter 5, using the same model as for 
the linear investigation in chapter 2. The basic nonlinearly saturated state  was 
shown to be oscillatory in nature, in contrast to the stationary saturated states in 
the flowless case. The interaction between two marginally stable tearing modes 
in slab geometry has been considered previously, in [43].
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Chapter 6 contains an application of the invariant manifold reduction to low 
frequency collisional drift waves in a sheared plasma slab. The model used is 
a simplified version of that used by Chen et al. [19] in their linear study, which 
found that when the diamagnetic frequency was constant, all modes were linearly 
stable, but when the diamagnetic frequency was allowed to vary, shear damping 
could be overcome, and unstable modes result. An interesting difference in the 
application of the invariant manifold reduction between this case and that of 
the tearing modes, is the existence of both longer and shorter wavelength slave 
modes. The 50(2) symmetry shared by this model and that of the tearing mode 
with flows in chapter 5 and the centre manifold work of Chen and Morrison [43], 
means that the reduced equations have the same basic form in these cases. The 
specific case studied in this chapter, with m = 3 and m = 4 master modes, leads 
to a much simpler reduced description than in the m = 1 and m = 2 master mode 
case considered in chapter 4 for the 0(2) equations, and by Chen and Morrison. 
Parameters where both the m = 3 and m = 4 modes are marginal were found, 
and a centre manifold, correct to third order in the small mode amplitudes, 
was constructed. The basic nonlinear states were dynamic, but, contrary to the 
tearing mode case, the system of equations was not globally stable. The addition 
of higher order terms may stabilise the unstable solutions, but a complete (or 
near complete) unfolding rapidly becomes impossible as higher order terms are 
added. Numerical solution will be used in future work to obtain an estimate of 
the particle transport due to the instability.
In summary, the invariant manifold reduction, as applied to the problems 
in this thesis, indicates the value of including linearly stable modes as master 
modes in the quest for quantitative accuracy. Nevertheless, even with only very 
few master modes, the reduced system can yield valuable physical insight into the 
mode coupling processes underlying the nonlinear evolution. Since an arbitrary 
number of master modes may be included, any degree of quantitative accuracy 
is available using this technique.
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